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 9FB8<K9E><9 G>4;4A<S CB 6OCB?A9A<R E4@BEFBSF9?PAB= 6A94G8<FBDAB=  D45BFO 

EFG89AFB6 CB GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<A9 "�%1.03. �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> EB89D:4F ;484K<, 

FD95B64A<S, C?4A, ;484A<S < BEAB6AO9 <EFBKA<>< 8?S BD74A<;4J<< E4@BEFBSF9?PAB= D45BFO 
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1. В6989A<9 
 9FB8<K9E><9 G>4;4A<S D4;D45BF4AO 6 EBBF69FEF6<< E (989D4?PAO@ 

7BEG84DEF69AAO@ B5D4;B64F9?PAO@ EF4A84DFB@ CB EC9J<4?PABEF< 08.02.10 %FDB<F9?PEF6B 

:9?9;AOI 8BDB7, CGFP < CGF96B9 IB;S=EF6B < D45BK9= CDB7D4@@B= GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO  

"�%1.03. �ABEFD4AAO= S;O>. 

#BEB5<9 CD98A4;A4K9AB 8?S 6A94G8<FBDAB= CB87BFB6>< B5GK4RM<IES BKAB= HBD@O 

B5GK9A<S < A4CD46?9AB A4 E4@BEFBSF9?PAB9 <;GK9A<9 F9BD9F<K9E>B7B @4F9D<4?4, 

CD98GE@BFD9AAB7B F9@4F<K9E><@ C?4AB@, 6OCB?A9A<9 ;484A<=, CD98?B:9AAOI CB >4:8B= 

F9@9, 4 F4>:9 A4 ;4>D9C?9A<9 CB?GK9AAOI ;A4A<= < HBD@<DB64A<9 A9B5IB8<@OI G@9A<= 6 

EBBF69FEF6<< E (�"% %#". 

*9?S@< E4@BEFBSF9?PAB= D45BFO S6?SRFES: E<EF9@4F<;4J<S < ;4>D9C?9A<9 

CB?GK9AAOI F9BD9F<K9E><I ;A4A<=, G7?G5?9A<9 < D4EL<D9A<9 F9BD9F<K9E><I ;A4A<=, 

HBD@<DB64A<9 G@9A<= <ECB?P;B64FP ECD46BKAGR 8B>G@9AF4J<R, EC9J<4?PAGR ?<F9D4FGDG, 

D4;6<64FP <EE?98B64F9?PE><9 G@9A<S, 4 F4>:9 HBD@<DB64A<9 < D4;6<F<9 B5M<I >B@C9F9AJ<=, 

BCD989?9AAOI (�"% %#", EBBF69FEF6GRM<I BEAB6AB@G 6<8G CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 

89SF9?PABEF<. 

�A94G8<FBDA4S E4@BEFBSF9?PA4S D45BF4 (�%$) 6OCB?AS9FES EFG89AF4@< CB ;484A<R 

CD9CB8464F9?S, AB 59; 97B A9CBED98EF69AAB7B GK4EF<S.  

�<8O �%$ @B7GF 5OFP 8BCB?A9AO <?< <;@9A9AO CB GE@BFD9A<R CD9CB8464F9?S. 

� D9;G?PF4F9 6OCB?A9A<S E4@BEFBSF9?PAB= D45BFO B:<849FES CB6OL9A<9 <AF9D9E4 

B5GK4RM<IES > <;GK49@B= 8<EJ<C?<A9, CB6OL9A<9 QHH9>F<6ABEF< ;4ASF<=, HBD@<DB64A<9 G 

B5GK4RM<IES >B@@GA<>4F<6AOI A46O>B6 < G@9A<=, HBD@<DB64A<9 < D4;6<F<9 4A4?<F<K9E><I 

ECBEB5ABEF9=, BF69FEF69AAB7B BFABL9A<S > EB5EF69AAO@ 89=EF6<S@, ECBEB5ABEF< >D<F<K9E>< 

@OE?<FP, G@9A<S 89?4FP B5BEAB64AAO9 6O6B8O. �B?<K9EF6B K4EB6, BF6B8<@B9 A4 

E4@BEFBSF9?PAGR D45BFG, ;46<E<F BF GDB6AS E?B:ABEF< 6OCB?A9A<S < BF B5N9@4. "5N9@ 

E4@BEFBSF9?PAB= D45BFO EFG89AFB6 BCD989?S9FES H989D4?PAO@ 7BEG84DEF69AAO@ 

B5D4;B64F9?PAO@ EF4A84DFB@. � EBBF69FEF6<< E D45BK9= CDB7D4@@B= GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 

"�%1.03. �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> @4>E<@4?PA4S GK95A4S A47DG;>4 EBEF46?S9F 245 K4EB6, 

B5S;4F9?PA4S 4G8<FBDA4S GK95A4S A47DG;>4 3 181 K4E, E4@BEFBSF9?PA4S D45BF4 B5GK4RM<IES 3 

64 K4E4. %4@BEFBSF9?PA4S D45BF4 S6?S9FES B5S;4F9?PAB= 8?S >4:8B7B B5GK4RM97BES < 

BCD989?S9FES GK95AO@ C?4AB@. 

 

"5M<9 FD95B64A<S > �%$. 

"5N9@ GEFAOI 6OE>4;O64A<=  A9 8B?:9A CD96OL4FP 7-10 @<AGF E GK9FB@ CB>4;4 

CD9;9AF4J<<, C<EP@9AAB9 BHBD@?9A<9 <;GK9AAB7B @4F9D<4?4 A9 5B?99 2 EFD4A<J 
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C9K4FAB7B F9>EF4, BHBD@?9AAB7B CB 6E9@ CD46<?4@ ABD@B>BAFDB?S. 

�B?<K9EF6B E?4=8B6 6 CD9;9AF4J<< A9 8B?:AB CD96OL4FP 20, 6>?RK4S F<FG?PAO= E?4=8, 

BEAB6AGR <AHBD@4J<R < EC<EB> <ECB?P;B64AAOI <EFBKA<>B6. 

�D<F9D<< BJ9A><: 

1. «BF?<KAB» - CD9;9AF4J<S <?< EBB5M9A<9 6OCB?A9AO < E84AO 6 EDB>, EBBF69FEF6GRF 

6E9@ FD95B64A<S@ > BHBD@?9A<R < EB89D:4A<R;  GEC9LAB9 6OEFGC?9A<9 A4 B?<@C<489, 

GEFA4S <AF9DCD9F4J<S CD9;9AF4J<< C9D98 7DGCCB= A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>9 (CD< GE?B6<<, 

KFB CD< KF9A<< F9;<EB6 @4>E<@4?PAB EB5?R89AO CD46<?4 <AFBA4J<< < CDB<;ABL9A<S 

E?B6); 

2. «IBDBLB» - CD9;9AF4J<S <?< EBB5M9A<9 6OCB?A9AO < E84AO 6 EDB>, AB EBBF69FEF6GRF 

FD95B64A<S@ A4 80%; 6OEF46?S9FES GK4EFA<>4@ B?<@C<48O, A9 ;4AS6L<@ CD<;B6O9 @9EF4; 

CD< GEFAB@ CD98EF46?9A<< CD9;9AF4J<BAAOI F9;<EB6 EFG89AF EB69DL49F HBA9F<K9E><9 < 

7D4@@4F<K9E><9 BL<5><. 

3. «G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB» - FD95B64A<S > BHBD@?9A<R < EB89D:4A<R 6OCB?A9AO FB?P>B A4 

50%, EB89D:4A<9 EBBF69FEF6G9F F9@9, D45BFO E84AO CB;:9 EDB>4; 

4. «A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB» - D45BFO A9 E84AO <?< 6OCB?A9AO A4 30%, A9 EBBF69FEF6GRF 

CD98NS6?S9@O@ FD95B64A<S@, F9@4 < EB89D:4A<9 D4EIB8SFES; 6 6OCB?A9AAOI D45BF4I 

6EFD9K49FES 5B?PLB9 >B?<K9EF6B 7D4@@4F<K9E><I < ?9>E<K9E><I BL<5B>. 

2. �?4A<DB64A<9  
6A94G8<FBDAB= E4@BEFBяF9?PAB= D45BFO EFG89AFB6 CB E9@9EFD4@ 

 

№C/C !4<@9AB64A<9 
D4;89?4, F9@O 

%9@9EFD № GDB>4 �E97B,  
K4E. 

1 �A7?<=E><9 A4J<BA4?PAO9 CD4;8A<>< 3 7 10 

2 "8AB <; 69?<K4=L<I <;B5D9F9A<= 

K9?B69K9EF64 

4 14 14 

3 &<CO 647BAB6 5 11 10 

4  BEFO 6 �9?<>B5D<F4A<< < %,� 5 15 4 

5 &BAA9?< 6 $BEE<< < ;4 DG59:B@ 6 5 3 

6  9FDB 6 $BEE<< < �9?<>B5D<F4A<< 6 10 3 

7 #D9;9AF4J<S CDB8G>J<< 7 8 10 

8 #DBH9EE<< 6 @B9= E9@P9 8 27 10 

9 �FB7B   64 
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3. �9FB8<G9E><9 G>4;4A<я 8?я 3 E9@9EFD4 

 

&9@4:    �A7?<=E><9 A4J<BA4?PAO9 CD4;8A<>< 

 

�B?<K9EF6B K4EB6:    10 

 

%DB>< E84K<: �4ASF<9 № 7 
 
�<8O 89SF9?PABEF< EFG89AF4:  

 $45BF4 E F9>EF4@< (KF9A<9, C9D96B8, EBEF46?9A<9 C?4A4) 
 �OCB?A9A<9 ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E><I GCD4:A9A<= 

 �OCB?A9A<9 F9EFB6OI ;484A<= 

 $45BF4 EB E?B64D9@ 

 CDBE@BFD GK95AB7B H<?P@4 
 GEFAB9 CD98EF46?9A<9 <;GK9AAB7B @4F9D<4?4 

 

(BD@O BFK9F4:  
 

1. �B>?48 
2. %BEF46?9A<9 CD9;9AF4J<= 

3. 'K4EF<9 6 6<>FBD<A9 
 

�4;B6O= GDB69AP 
 CD9;9AF4J<S 6 Q?9>FDBAAB@ 6<89 (59; GEFAB7B CD98EF46?9A<S) 

 
 

#DB86<AGFO= GDB69AP 
 GK4EF<9 6 6<>FBD<A9 «)Q??BG<A» 

 

 9FB8<K9E>B9 EBCDB6B:89A<9: 
1. �<89BH<?P@ «Great Britain»  < @9FB8<K9E>B9 CBEB5<9 E GCD4:A9A<S@< > A9@G. 
2. #D<?B:9A<9 1. &9>EFO 8?S KF9A<S < C9D96B84. 
3. #D<?B:9A<9 2.  9FB8<K9E>4S D4;D45BF>4 6<>FBD<AO «)Q??BG<A». 
 

 

�AF9DA9F-<EFBKA<><: 

1. www. en.wikipedia.org 

2. www.EngTopic.ru 

3. www.vokrugsveta.ru 

М9B>8<G9A><9 C>а;а=<я ?> ?>87>B>6>9   CD9;9AF4J<< CB F9@9: 
 

%F<?P - %B5?R84=F9 98<AO= EF<?P BHBD@?9A<S. 
- �;5974=F9 EF<?9=, >BFBDO9 5G8GF BF6?9>4FP BF E4@B= CD9;9AF4J<<. 
- �ECB@B74F9?PA4S <AHBD@4J<S (GCD46?SRM<9 >ABC><) A9 8B?:AO 
CD9B5?484FP A48 BEAB6AB= <AHBD@4J<9= (F9>EF, D<EGAB>). 

(BA �?S HBA4 6O5<D4=F9 5B?99 IB?B8AO9 FBA4 (E<A<= <?< ;9?9AO=) 
�ECB?P;B64A<9 
J69F4 

!4 B8AB@ E?4=89 D9>B@9A8G9FES <ECB?P;B64FP A9 5B?99 FD9I  
J69FB6: B8<A 8?S HBA4, B8<A 8?S ;47B?B6>B6, B8<A 8?S F9>EF4. �?S 
HBA4 <  F9>EF4 E?4=84 6O5<D4=F9 >BAFD4EFAO9 J69F4. "5D4F<F9 
6A<@4A<9 A4 J69F 7<C9DEEO?B> (8B < CBE?9 <ECB?P;B64A<S). 
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�A<@4J<BAAO9 
QHH9>FO 

!9 EFB<F ;?BGCBFD95?SFP D4;?<KAO@< 4A<@4J<BAAO@< QHH9>F4@<, 
BA< A9 8B?:AO BF6?9>4FP 6A<@4A<9 BF EB89D:4A<S A4 E?4=89 

%B89D:4A<9 
<AHBD@4J<< 

�ECB?P;G=F9 >BDBF><9 E?B64 < CD98?B:9A<S,  @<A<@<;<DG=F9 
>B?<K9EF6B CD98?B7B6, A4D9K<=, CD<?474F9?PAOI, ;47B?B6>< 
8B?:AO CD<6?9>4FP 6A<@4A<9 4G8<FBD<<. 

$4ECB?B:9A<9 
<AHBD@4J<< A4 
EFD4A<J9 

#D98CBKF<F9?PAB 7BD<;BAF4?PAB9 D4ECB?B:9A<9 <AHBD@4J<<, 

A4<5B?99 64:A4S <AHBD@4J<S 8B?:A4 D4ECB?474FPES 6 J9AFD9 
Q>D4A4, 9E?< A4 E?4=89 >4DF<A>4, A48C<EP 8B?:A4 D4ECB?474FPES 
CB8 A9=. 

,D<HFO �?S ;47B?B6>B6 - A9 @9A99 24, 8?S <AHBD@4J<< - A9 @9A99 18. 

!9?P;S E@9L<64FP D4;?<KAO9 F<CO LD<HFB6 6 B8AB= CD9;9AF4J<<. 

�?S 6O89?9A<S <AHBD@4J<< E?98G9F <ECB?P;B64FP :<DAO= LD<HF, 
>GDE<6 <?< CB8K9D><64A<9. 

"5N9@  

<AHBD@4J<< 
!9 EFB<F ;4CB?ASFP B8<A E?4=8 E?<L>B@ 5B?PL<@ B5N9@B@ 
<AHBD@4J<<: ?R8< @B7GF ;4CB@A<FP A9 5B?99 FD9I H4>FB6, 
6O6B8B6, BCD989?9A<=. !4<5B?PL4S QHH9>F<6ABEFP 8BEF<749FES 
FB784, >B784 >?RK96O9 CGA>FO BFB5D4:4RFES CB B8AB@G A4 >4:8B@ 
BF89?PAB@ E?4=89 

�<8O E?4=8B6 �?S B59EC9K9A<S D4;ABB5D4;<S E?98G9F <ECB?P;B64FP D4;?<KAO9 
6<8O E?4=8B6: E F9>EFB@, E F45?<J4@<, E  8<47D4@@4@<. 

 

М9B>8<G9A><9 C>а;а=<я ?> ?>87>B>6>9 EBB5M9A<S CB F9@9: 

 

1. "5N9@ 3 1-2 EFD4A<JO BEAB6AB7B C9K4FAB7B F9>EF4. 

2. %BB5M9A<9 BHBD@?S9FES EB7?4EAB CD46<?4@ ABD@B>BAFDB?S. 

3. %BB5M9A<9 8B?:AB 6>?RK4FP F<FG?PAO= ?<EF, C?4A, BEAB6AB= @4F9D<4? (EBEFB<F <; 3-I 

E@OE?B6OI K4EF9= 3 66989A<9, BEAB6AO9 F9;<EO < ;4>?RK9A<9, 6>?RK4RM99 F4>:9 

D9H?9>E<R), EC<EB> <ECB?P;B64AAOI <EFBKA<>B6. 

4. %B89D:4A<9 8B?:AB CB?ABEFPR EBBF69FEF6B64FP F9@9, A9B5IB8<@B <ECB?P;B64FP 

66B8AO9 >?<L9 8?S E6S;O64A<S F9;<EB6. 

5. &9>EF 8B?:9A 5OFP A4C<E4A FB?P>B A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>9, F<FG? < EC<EB> <EFBKA<>B6 

@B:AB BHBD@<FP A4 DGEE>B@ S;O>9. 

6. �BCGE>49FES 6?B:9A<9 HBFB7D4H<=, F9>EFB6OI CD<?B:9A<=. 

7. %C<EB> <EFBKA<>B6 8B?:9A 6>?RK4FP >4> C9K4FAO9 <;84A<S, F4> < Q?9>FDBAAO9 

D9EGDEO, CD<69FEF6GRFES 4A7?BS;OKAO9 D9EGDEO. 

 

 9G96ы9 >?<H9: 
 

1. �4G4?B 6OE>4;O64A<я (Opening) 
I’d like to point out right at the beginning 
that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 IBF9? 5O BF@9F<FP 
(B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9), KFB& 

How by way of introduction I would go as far 

as to say that& 

� >4K9EF69 6EFGC?9A<S S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 
5O E>4;4FP), KFB&  
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Just at the beginning I would go as far as to say 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP), KFB& 

It should be pointed out right as the beginning 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 A9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, 
KFB& 

We very clearly remember that&  O BK9AP IBDBLB CB@A<@, KFB& 

Today we’ll be taking a closer look at& %97B8AS @O 5B?99 89F4?PAB D4EE@BFD<@& 

Let’s talk briefly about& �464=F9 CB7B6BD<@ 6>D4FJ9 B& 

At first (Firstly) �?S A4K4?4 
Let me start with #B;6B?PF9 @A9 A4K4FP E  

2. �DB8B?:9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Continuing) 
But right now our attention turns to& � E9=K4E B5D4F<@ 6A<@4A<9 A4& 

Now, let’s look at the situation in& � E9=K4E 8464=F9 D4EE@BFD<@ QFG E<FG4J<R 
(A4CD. E 8DG7B= EFBDBAO) 

And now let’s turn to& � E9=K4E C9D9=89@ >& 

I think what we can hope to do now is& 3 8G@4R, KFB E9=K4E @O @B:9@ A489SFPES 
E89?4FP& (FB, A4 KFB @O @B:9@ E9=K4E 
A489SFPES, 3 QFB&) 

What is likely to happen is& %>BD99 6E97B E?GK<FES E?98GRM99& 

Let’s move to another question. �464=F9 C9D9=89@ > E?98GRM9@G 6BCDBEG. 
Now it is going to be my pleasure to explain to 

you& 

3 E G8B6B?PEF6<9@ (E D48BEFPR) B5NSEAR 
64@& 

Moreover (Furthermore) �4F9@, 5B?99 FB7B, >DB@9 FB7B 
3. ВOD4:9A<9 E6B97B @A9A<я (Opinion phrases) 

I don’t profess to be an expert on the subject 

of& 

3 A9 CD9F9A8GR A4 DB?P Q>EC9DF4 6 QFB@ 
6BCDBE9& (6 6BCDBE9 >4E4F9?PAB&) 

No one, I think, is challenging the view that& �G@4R, A< G >B7B A9 6O;O649F EB@A9A<S, 
KFB&  

I am tempted to think that& 3 E>?BA9A > @OE?<, KFB&  
I don’t honestly think that& 3, K9EFAB 7B6BDS, A9 EK<F4R, KFB& 

And now I’d prefer to talk about& rather 
than& 

� E9=K4E S 5O IBF9? CB7B6BD<FP B&, 4 A9 
B& 

It strikes me that&  9AS CBD4:49F, KFB& 

I know from personal experience& 3 CB E6B9@G BCOFG ;A4R, KFB& 

I hold the view that& 3 CD<89D:<64REP FBK>< ;D9A<S, KFB& 

Well, my personal feeling is&  B9 ?<KAB9 @A9A<9& 

It’s my firm believe that& 3 F69D8B G59:89A, KFB& 

As far as I am concerned& +FB >4E49FES @9AS, FB& 

It’s been my observation that& #B @B<@ A45?R89A<S@& 

I am not so pessimistic as to suggest& 3 A9 A4EFB?P>B C9EE<@<EF<K9A, KFB5O 
CD98CB?B:<FP& 

I’ve got an impression that& ' @9AS 6C9K4F?9A<9, KFB& 

As for me +FB >4E49FES @9AS 
In my opinion #B @B9@G @A9A<R 

I consider that 3 EK<F4R, KFB 
4. �DBF<6BCB?B:A4я FBG>4 ;D9A<я (Contrasting point of view) 

On the other hand& % 8DG7B= EFBDBAO& 

There is another side to this. �EFP < 8DG74S EFBDBA4. 
There are 2 ways of looking at this& !4 QFB @B:AB CBE@BFD9FP E 86GI EFBDBA. 
There are different views of& %GM9EF6GRF D4;AO9 @A9A<S A4EK9F& 

It would be a mistake to think that& �O?B 5O BL<5>B= (A9CD46<?PAB) 8G@4FP, 
KFB& 
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It is not a final word on the matter. 1FB A9 CBE?98A99 E?B6B 6 QFB@ 89?9. 
It doesn’t necessarily mean that& 1FB A9 B5S;4F9?PAB B;A4K49F, KFB& 

Well, there’s been a debate about this. "5 QFB@ 698GFES ECBDO. 
I take a different view at& ' @9AS 8DG7B9 @A9A<9 A4EK9F& 

Opponents argue that& "CCBA9AFO GF69D:84RF, KFB& 

Many people oppose the viewpoint that&  AB7<9 ?R8< A9 CB889D:<64RF FBK>G 
;D9A<S, KFB& 

There’s been mixed reaction to& �O?4 A9B8AB;A4KA4S D94>J<S A4& 

5. ВOD4:9A<9 EB7?4E<я (Agreement) 
Yes, you’re quite right to say that& �O EB69DL9AAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You are certainly correct to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You’ve been very right to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46<?PAB GF69D:849F9, 
KFB& 

No questions about it. !<>4><I 6BCDBEB6 CB QFB@G CB6B8G. 
Well, exactly. That’s precisely what I was 
going to say. 

%B69DL9AAB 69DAB! 1FB <@9AAB FB, KFB S < 
IBF9? E>4;4FP. 

I have almost no doubt that& ' @9AS CBKF< A9F EB@A9A<=, KFB& 

I am 100% certain that& 3 G69D9A A4 100%, KFB& 

I have little doubt that& 3 CBKF< A9 EB@A964REP, KFB& 

6. ВOD4:9A<9 A9EB7?4E<я, EB@A9A<я (Disagreement, uncertainty) 
I can disagree. 3 @B7G A9 EB7?4E<FPES. 
I express strong objection to the idea that& 3 >D4=A9 A9 EB7?4E9A E @A9A<9@, KFB&  
I don’t think it’s fair to say that& !9 8G@4R, KFB ECD4698?<6B GF69D:84FP& 

That’s where you are wrong about it. �@9AAB 6 QFB@ 6O A9CD46O. 
This does not seem to be so. �4:9FES, KFB QFB A9 F4>. 
There is continuing disagreement over& #BEFBSAAB 6B;A<>49F D4;AB7?4E<9 

BFABE<F9?PAB& 

There has been much disagreement over& %GM9EF6G9F @AB7B D4;AB7?4E<= 
BFABE<F9?PAB& 

It is rather questionable if& �B6B?PAB EB@A<F9?PAB, 9E?<& 

It looks very unlikely that&   4?B69DBSFAB, KFB& 

It’s an impossible question to answer. !4 QFBF 6BCDBE A96B;@B:AB BF69F<FP. 
I have considerable doubt as far as N. is 

concerned. 

3 BK9AP EB@A964REP BFABE<F9?PAB N. 

I doubt it very much, because& 3 6 QFB@ BK9AP EB@A964REP, F.>& 

I am rather vague about it. 3 6 QFB@ A9 BK9AP G69D9A. 
7. �DBяEA9A<9 E<FG4F<<, 4>F9AF<DB64A<9 6A<@4A<я (Clearing up, emphasizing) 

Nobody would want to deny the fact that& !<>FB A9 EF4A9F BFD<J4FP FBF H4>F, KFB& 

And the thing that comes particularly strongly 

is& 

� BEB59AAB CD<6?9>49F 6A<@4A<9 
(6O89?S9FES) F4>4S 69MP, >4>& 

One of the things that must be of concern 

(importance) to us is& 

�B-C9D6OI, @O 8B?:AO B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9 
A4& (�?S A4E <@99F 5B?PLB9 ;A4K9A<9, 6B-
C9D6OI&) 

I’d like to remind you that& )BF9?BEP 5O A4CB@A<FP, KFB& 

We have to bear in mind that& !9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP, KFB& 

One has to bear in mind& �4:8O= 8B?:9A CB@A<FP, KFB& 

What we have to look forward to is& !4 KFB A4@ BEF49FES A489SFPES (K97B A4@ 
@B:AB B:<84FP), F4> QFB&  

It’s from this angle that one must seriously 

consider this problem. 

�@9AAB E QFB= EFBDBAO A9B5IB8<@B 
E9DP9;AB CB8B=F< > QFB@G 6BCDBEG. 

It must be admitted that& !9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, KFB& 
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It immediately brings to mind& 1FB ED4;G A4CB@<A49F (A4F4?><649F A4 
@OE?P) B& 

But one mustn’t lose sight of the fact that& !9?P;S GCGE>4FP <; 6<84 FBF H4>F, KFB& 

The other thing that we should keep in mind 

is& 

%?98GRM4S 69MP (E?98GRM<= @B@9AF), B 
>BFBDB= (-B@) A9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP& 

To go right to the heart of the problem I’d like 
to say that& 

#9D9IB8S > EGF< CDB5?9@O, S IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Yes, the strange thing about it is that& �4, EFD4AAO@ 6 QFB@ S6?S9FES FB, KFB& 

What I was greatly struck by is& +FB @9AS CBD4;<?B, F4> QFB& 

I must make my reservation. 3 8B?:9A E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
Reservation should be made. !9B5IB8<@B E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
It goes without saying that !9EB@A9AAB, KFB 

8. �D<6989A<9 CD<@9DB6, H4>FB6 (Giving examples, facts) 
Let me give you a brief example& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< >D4F><= CD<@9D& 

Let me give you an example of what I mean& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< CD<@9D FB7B, KFB S 
<@9R 6 6<8G& 

Let me illustrate the point with the example& #B;6B?PF9 CDB89@BAEFD<DB64FP QFBF @B@9AF 
A4 CD<@9D9& 

What we have seen now is a kind of a perfect 

example of& 

&B, KFB @O E9=K4E G6<89?<, 3 QFB 
CD9>D4EAO= CD<@9D FB7B, KFB& 

Let me see if I can illustrate that for you. �4=F9 CB8G@4FP, E@B7G ?< S QFB CBSEA<FP.  
There is a great deal of discussion about& #B CB6B8G& 698GFES 8<E>GEE<<.  
It’s a problem that will only increase in time. 1FB CDB5?9@4, >BFBD4S EB 6D9@9A9@ FB?P>B 

6B;D4EF9F (GEG7G5<FES).  
Nobody doubts that& !<>FB A9 EB@A9649FES, KFB& 

This means just what it says. 1FB B;A4K49F <@9AAB FB, B K9@ 6O 
CB8G@4?<. 

What’s more difficult to explain is& +FB 9M9 E?B:A99 B5NSEA<FP, F4> QFB& 

There’s a widely held view that& %GM9EF6G9F D4ECDBEFD4A9AAB9 @A9A<9, 
KFB& 

There’s been a lot of scientific evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F @AB:9EF6B A4GKAOI 
8B>4;4F9?PEF6, KFB& 

There’s enough evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F 8BEF4FBKAB 8B>4;4F9?PEF6, 
KFB& 

9. З469DH9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Concluding) 

To draw to a close I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

To have the final say in the matter& !4CBE?98B> E>4:G, KFB& 

To crown it all I’d like to say that& � 8B69DL9A<9 6E97B IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Let’s have a final look at&  �464=F9 6 CBE?98A<= D4; D4EE@BFD<@&  
It only remains for me to say&  A9 BEF49FES FB?P>B E>4;4FP, KFB& 

I would like to sum up the chief points of what 

has just been said. 

)BKG CB8OFB:<FP BEAB6AO9 @B@9AFO 
E>4;4AAB7B. 

All things considered, the obvious conclusion 

to be drawn is that& 

#D<A<@4S 6E9 6B 6A<@4A<9, @O @B:9@ 
E89?4FP BK96<8AO= 6O6B8, KFB& 

All in all, it is evident& � >BA9KAB@ EK9F9, BK96<8AB, KFB& 

To sum it up I’d like to say& #B8OFB:<64S, IBKG E>4;4FP& 

To draw to the conclusion I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Summarizing, we may say that& #B8OFB:<64S, @O @B:9@ E>4;4FP, KFB& 

That’s where I’d like to end. !4 QFB@ IBKG ;469DL<FP. 
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�@<?>:9=<9 1. Т9>ABы 8?я GB9=<я < ?9@96>8а 

 

Text 1. Customs and Traditions of Great Britain and USA 

Every nation every country has its own customs and traditions. Englishmen and Americans 

are very proud of their traditions and carefully keep them up. One of the most striking feature of 

English and American life is the self-discipline and courtesy of people of all classes. 

It is common knowledge that the British are lovers of traditions. That’s why each season in 

Britain is connected with various colorful traditions, customs, etc. For example, March 1st is a 

very important day for Welsh people. They celebrate Saint David’s Day, who is the 5patron6 of 

Wales. The Welsh wear daffodils in the buttonholes on that day. Also in spring, on May 1st the 

British, especially some English villages, have maypole dancing. This tradition is connected with 

British history. In the middle Ages, on May 1st people decorate houses and streets, win prizes 

with their bows and arrows, put a maypole in the center of the village and dance round it.\ 

One of the most important and colourful ceremony in Great Britain is The Trooping of the 

Colour. It takes place in summer, on the second Saturday in June. This big parade with brass 

bands is devoted to the Queen’s birthday (the Queen’s real birthday is on April 21st). The 

soldiers, the Guards march in front of her. The Guards are trooping the colour 3 the flag of Great 

Britain. At the same time millions of people watch this ceremony on TV. 

British traditions sometimes are surprisingly different. One of them is Swan Upping 3 

when young swans are marked as royal ones by a special man. This tradition ceremony takes 

place on the River Thames.  

The Queen traditionally opens Parliament every autumn. She travels from Buckingham 

Palace to the Houses of Parliament in a gold carriadge; then she sits on a throne in the Houses of 

Lords and reads the Queen’s speech. She wears a crown and crown jewels. 

Valentine’s Day, February 14, is sweethearts’ day of American people 3 when they in love 

express their affection for each other in gay and merry ways. But in whatever form, the message 

is the same 3 5Will you be my valentine?6 This holiday with all its colorful lore was taken to the 

New World by the English settlers and lost none of its romantic appeal through the journey. Each 

year as Valentine’s Day approaches the Loveland post-office has to recruit a staff of volunteers 

to help dispatch the 100000 valentines sent from all over the United States for re-mailing. When 

the valentines leave Loveland, in addition to an imprint of Loveland’s romantic-sounding name 

they bear a picture of cupid wearing a ten-gallon hat, a heart 3 shaped brand with the letter 5L6 

 

Text 2. Customs and traditions of Great Britain 

Traditions make a nation special. Some of them are old-fashioned and many people 

remember them, others are part of people’s life. Some British customs and traditions are known 
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all over the world: bowler hats, tea and talking about the weather. 

Englishmen have many traditional holidays, such as Christmas, St. Valentine’s Day, 

Mother’s Day, Easter and others. 

Britain is full of customs and traditions. A lot of them have very long histories. Some are 

funny and some are strange. But they are all interesting. There is the long menu of traditional 

British food. There are many royal occasions. There are songs, saying and superstitions. They 

are all part of the British way of life. 

We can classify English traditions into several groups: traditions concerning the 

Englishmen’s private life (child’s birth, wedding, marriage, wedding anniversary), which are 

connected with families incomes; state traditions; national holidays, religious holidays, public 

festival, traditional ceremonies. 

 

Christmas  

 

It is certain that Christmas is celebrated all over the world. Perhaps no other holiday has 

developed a set of customs and symbols. This is the day when many people are travelling home 

to be with their famillies on Christmas Day, 25th December. The Christmas story comes from 

bible. An angel appeared to shepherds and told them that a Savior had been born to Mary and 

Joseph in a stable in Bethlehem. Three Wise Men from the East followed a wondrous star which 

led them to the baby Jesus to whome they paid homage and presented gifts of gold, frankicense 

and myrrh. To people all over the world, Christmas is a season of giving and receiving presents. 

In Scandinavian and other European countries, Father Christmas, or Saint Nicholas, comes into 

house at night and leaves gifts for the children. Saint Nicholas is represented as a fiddly man 

with a red cloak and long white beard. He visited house and left gifts, drinking people happiness 

in the coldest months of the year. Another character, the Norse God Odin, rode on a magical 

flying horse across the ages to make the present day Santa Claus.  

 For most British families, this is the most important festival of the year; it combines the 

Christian celebration or the birth of Christ with the traditional festivities of winter. On the 

Sunday before Christmas many churches hold a carol service where special hymns are sung. 

Sometimes carol-singers can be heard on the streets as they collect money for charity. Most 

families decorate their houses with brightly-coloured paper or holly, and they usually have a 

Christmas tree in the corner or the front room, glittering with coloured lights and decorations. 

The Christmas tree was popularized by Prince Albert, husband of Queen Victoria, who 

introduced one to the Royal Household in 1840. Since 1947, the country of Norway has 

presented Britain annually with a large Christmas tree which stands in Trafalgar Square in 
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commemoration of Anglo-Norwegian cooperation during the Second World War. 

 There are a lot of traditions connected with Christmas but perhaps the most important one 

is the giving of present. Family members wrap up their gifts and leave them bottom of the 

Christmas tree to be found on Christmas morning. Children leave sock or stocking at the end of 

their beds on Christmas Eve, 24th of December, hoping that Father Christmas will come down 

the chimney during the night and bring them small presents, fruit and nuts. They are usually not 

disappointed! At some time on Christmas Day the family will sit down to a big turkey dinner 

followed by Christmas pudding. Christmas dinner consists traditionally of a roast turkey, goose 

or chicken with stuffing and roast potatoes. Mince pies and Christmas pudding flaming with 

brandy, which might contain coins or lucky charms for children, follow this. (The pudding is 

usually prepared weeks beforehand and is customarily stirred by each member of the family as a 

wish is made.) Later in the day, a Christmas cake may be served - a rich baked fruitcake with 

marzipan, icing and sugar frosting. 

 The pulling of Christmas crackers often accompanies food on Christmas Day. Invented 

by a London baker in 1846, a cracker is a brightly colored paper tube, twisted at both ends, 

which contains a party hat, riddle and toy or other trinket. When it is pulled by two people it 

gives out a crack as its contents are dispersed. 

 26th December is also a public holiday, Boxing Day, which takes its name from a former 

custom of giving a Christmas Box - a gift of money or food inside a box - to the deliverymen and 

trades people who called regularly during the year. This tradition survives in the custom of 

tipping the milkman, postman, dustmen and other callers of good service at Christmas time. This 

is the time to visit friends and relatives or watch football.  

  

New Year's Eve is a more important festival in Scotland than it is in England, and it even 

has a special name. It is not clear where the word 'Hogmanay' comes from, but it is connected 

with the provision of food and drink for all visitors to your home on 31th December. It was 

believed that the first person to visit one's house on New Year's Day could bring good or bad 

luck. Therefore, people tried to arrange for the person or their own choice to be standing outside 

their houses ready to be let in the moment midnight had come. Usually a dark-complexioned 

man was chosen, and never a woman, for she would bring bad luck. The first footer was required 

to carry three articles: a piece of coal to wish warmth, a piece of bread to wish food, and a silver 

coin to wish wealth. 

St. Valentine’s Day 

 

St. Valentine's Day roots in several different legends that have found their way to us through the 
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ages. One of the earliest popular symbols of the day is Cupid, the Roman god of Love, Who is 

represented by the image of a young boy with bow and arrow. Three hundred years after the 

death of Jesus Christ, the Roman emperors still demanded that everyone believe in the Roman 

gods. Valentine, a Christian priest, had been thrown in prison for his teachings. On February 14, 

Valentine was beheaded, not only because he was a Christian, but also because he had performed 

a miracle. He supposedly cured the jailer's daughter of her blindness. The night before he was 

executed, he wrote the jailer's daughter a farewell letter, signing it, "from Your Valentine". 

Another legend tells us that this same Valentine, well-loved by all, wrote notes from his jail cell 

to children and friends who missed him. Whatever the odd mixture of origins, St. Valentine's 

Day is now a day for sweethearts. It is the day that you show your friend of loved one that you 

care. You can send candy to someone you think is special. Or you can send "valentines" a 

greeting card named after the notes that St. Valentine wrote from jail. Valentines can be 

sentimental, romantic, and heartfelt. They can be funny and friendly. If the sender is shy, 

valentines can be anonymous. Americans of all ages as other people in different countries love to 

send and receive valentines. Handmade valentines, created by cutting hearts out of coloured 

paper, show that a lot of thought was put into making them personal. Valentines can be heart-

shaped, or have hearts, the symbol of love, on them. In elementary schools, children make 

valentines, they have a small party with refreshments.  

 

 Valentine cards are usually decorated with symbols of love and friendship. These 

symbols were devised many centuries ago. Lace symbolizes a net for catching one's heart. If you 

get a Valentine with a piece of a lace you may understand that the person who sent it must be 

crazy about you. A symbol should have several meanings, so some experts maintain that lace 

stands for a bridal veil. A ribbon means that the person is tired up, while hearts, which are the 

most common romantic symbol, denote eternal love. Red roses are also often used as a love 

emblem. Valentine's Day grows more and more popular in many countries of the world. Some 

people have already begun to celebrate it in Russia. They try to imitate European Valentine 

customs and want to known more about their origin. St. Valentine's Day is the day when boys 

and girls. Friends and neighbors, husbands and wives, sweethearts and lovers exchange greeting 

of love and affection. It is the day to share one's loving feelings with friends and family, but it is 

young men and girls who usually wait it with impatience. This day has become traditional for 

many couples to become engaged. That makes young people acknowledge St. Valentine's as the 

great friend and patron of lovers. 

Easter 

 Easter is a Christian spring festival that is usually celebrated in March or April. The name 
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for Easter comes from a pagan fertility celebration. The word "Easter" is named after Easter, the 

Anglo-Saxon goddess of spring. Spring is a natural time for new life and hope when animals 

have their young and plants begin to grow. Christian Easter may have purposely been celebrated 

in the place of a pagan festival. It is therefore not surprising that relics of doing and beliefs not 

belonging th the Christian religious should cling even to this greatest day in the Church's year. 

An old-fashioned custom still alive is to get up early and climb a hill to see the sun rising. There 

are numerous accounts of the wonderful spectacle of the sun whirling round and round for joy at 

our Saviour's Resurrection. So many people go outdoors on Easter morning hoping to see the sun 

dance. There is also a custom of putting on something new to go to church on Easter morning. 

 People celebrate the holiday according to their beliefs and their religious denominations. 

Christians commemorate Good Friday as the day that Christ died and Easter Sunday as the day 

that He was resurrected. Protestant settlers brought the custom of a sunrise service, a religious 

gathering at dawn, to the United States.  

 Today on Easter Sunday, children wake up to find that the Easter Bunny has left them 

baskets of candy. He has also hidden the eggs that they decorated earlier that week. Children 

hunt for the eggs all around the house. Neighborhoods and organizations hold Easter egg hunts, 

and the child who first the most eggs win a prize.  

 Americans celebrate the Easter bunny coming. They set out Easter baskets for their 

children to anticipate the Easter bunnies arrival why leaves candy and other stuff. The Easter 

Bunny is a rabbit-spirit. Long ago, he was called the "Easter Hare". Hares and rabbits have 

frequent multiple births, so they became a symbol of fertility.  

 Christians fast during the forty days before Easter. They choose to eat and drink only 

enough to feel themselves alive.  

 The day preceding Lent is known as Shrove Tuesday, or Pancake Day. Shrove Tuesday 

recalls the day when people went to Church it confess and be shriven before Lent. But now the 

day is more generally connected with relics of the traditional feasting before the fast. Shrove 

Tuesday is famous for pancake celebration. There is some competition at Westminster School: 

the pancakes are tossed over a bar by the cook and struggled for by a small group of selected 

boys. The boy who manages to get the largest piece is given a present. This tradition dates from 

1445. In the morning the first church bell on Orley is rung for the competitors to make pancakes. 

The second ring is a signal for cooking them. The third bell set rung for the competitors to gather 

at the Market Square. Then the Pancake bell is sounded and the ladies set off from the church 

porch, tossing their pancakes three times as they run. Each woman must wear an apron and a hat 

or scarf over her head. The winner is given a Prayer Book Dy the Vicar.  

 Mothering Sunday is the fourth Sunday in Lent. It is customary to visit one's mother on 
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that day. Mother ought to be given a present - tea, flowers or a simnel cake. It is possible to buy 

the cake, they are sold in every confectionery. But it is preferable to make it at home. The way 

Mothering Sunday is celebrated has much in common with the International Women's Day 

celebration in Russia.  

 Good Friday is the first Friday before Easter. It is the day when all sorts of taboos on 

various works are in force. Also it is a good day for shifting beers, for sowing potatoes, peas, 

beans, parsley, and pruning rose trees. Good Friday brings the once sacred cakes, the famous Hot 

Cross buns. These must be spiced and the dough marked with a cross before baking.  

 Eggs, chickens, rabbits and flowers are all symbols of new life. Chocolate and fruit cake 

covered with marzipan show that fasting is over. Wherever Easter is celebrated, their Easter eggs 

are usually to be found. In England, just as in Russia, Easter is a time for giving and receiving of 

presents that traditionally take the form of an Easter egg. Easter egg is a real hard-boiled egg 

dyed in bright colors or decorated with some elaborate pattern. Coloring and decorating eggs for 

Easter is a very ancient custom. Many people, however, avoid using artificial dyes and prefer to 

boil eggs with the outer skin of an onion, which makes the eggs shells yellow or brown. In fact, 

the color depends on the amount of onion skin added. In ancient times they used many different 

natural dyes fir the purpose. The dyes were obtained mainly from leaves, flowers and bark.  

 At present Easter eggs are also made of chocolate, sugar, metals, wood, ceramics and 

other materials at hand. They may differ in size, ranging from enormous to tiny, no bigger than a 

robin's egg. Easter Sunday is solemnly celebrated in London. Each year the capital city of Britain 

greets the spring with a spectacular Easter Parade in Battersea Park. The great procession, or 

parade, begins at 3 p.m. The parade consists of many decorated floats, entered by various 

organizations in and outside London. Some of the finest bands in the country take part in the 

parade. At the rear of the parade is usually the very beautiful float richly decorated with flowers. 

It is called the Jersey one because the spring flowers bloom early on the Island of Jersey.  

 In England, children rolled eggs down hills on Easter morning, a game has been 

connected to the rolling away of the rock from Jesus Christ's tomb then He was resurrected. 

British settlers brought this custom to the New World. It consists of rolling coloured, hardboiled 

egg down a slope until they are cracked and broken after whish they are eaten by their owners. In 

some districts this is a competitive game, the winner being the player whose egg remains longest 

undamaged, but more usually, the fun consists simply of the rolling and eating. 

 

St. David’s Day 

March 1st is a very important day for Welsh people. It’s St. David’s Day. He’s the 5patron6 

or national saint of Wales. On March 1st, the Welsh celebrate St. Davids Day and wear daffodils 
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in the buttonholes of their coats or jackets. 

May Day 

May 1st was an important day in the Middle Ages. In the very early morning, young girls went 

to the fields and washed their faces with dew. They believed this made them very beautiful for a 

year after that. Also on May Day the young men of each village tried to win prizes with their 

bows and arrows, and people danced round the maypole.  Many English-villages still have a 

maypole, and on May 1st, the villagers dance round it.  

Midsummer’s Day 

Midsummer’s Day, June 24th, is the longest day of the year. On that day you can see a very 

old custom at Stonehenge, in Wiltshire, England. Stonehenge is on of Europe’s biggest stone 

circles. A lot of the stones are ten or twelve meters high. It is also very old. The earliest part of 

Stonehenge is nearly 5,000 years old. But what was Stonehenge? A holy place? A market? Or 

was it a kind of calendar? Many people think that the Druids used it for a calendar. The Druids 

were the priests in Britain 2,000 years ago. They used the sun and the stones at Stonehenge to 

know the start of months and seasons. There are Druids in Britain today, too. And every June 

24th a lot of them go to Stonehenge. On that morning the sun shines on one famous stone 3 the 

Heel stone. For the Druids this is a very important moment in the year. But for a lot of British 

people it is just a strange old custom. 

November, 5 is Guy Fawkes’s Day  

On the 5th of November in almost every town and village in England one can see fire 

burning, fireworks, cracking and lighting up the sky, small groups of children pulling round in a 

home made cart, a figure that looks something like a man but consists of an old suit of clothes, 

stuffed with straw. The children sing:" Remember, remember the 5th of November; Gun powder, 

treason and plot". And they ask passers-by for "a penny for the Guy" But the children with "the 

Guy" are not likely to know who or what day they are celebrating. They have done this more or 

less every 5th of November since 1605. At that time James the First was on the throne. He was 

hated with many people especially the Roman Catholics against whom many sever laws had 

been passed. A number of Catholics chief of whom was Robert Catesby determined to kill the 

King and his ministers by blowing up the house of Parliament with gunpowder. To help them in 

this they got Guy Fawker, a soldier of fortune, who would do the actual work. The day fixed for 

attempt was the 5th of November, the day on which the Parliament was to open. But one of the 

conspirators had several friends in the parliament and he didn't want them to die. So he wrote a 

letter to Lord Monteagle begging him to make some excuse to be absent from parliament if he 

valued his life. Lord Monteagle took the letter hurrily to the King. Guards were sent at once to 

examine the cellars of the house of Parliament. And there they found Guy Fawker about to fire a 
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trail of gunpowder. He was tortured and hanged, Catesby was killed, resisting arrest in his own 

house. In memory of that day bonfires are still lighted, fireworks shoot across the November sky 

and figures of Guy Fawker are burnt in the streets. 

Halloween 

The word itself, "Halloween," actually has its origins in the Catholic Church. It comes from 

a contracted corruption of All Hallows Eve. November 1, "All Hollows Day" (or "All Saints 

Day"), is a Catholic day of observance in honor of saints. But, in the 5th century BC, in Celtic 

Ireland, summer officially ended on October 31. The holiday was called Samhain (sowen), the 

Celtic New year.   

One story says that, on that day, the disembodied spirits of all those who had died 

throughout the preceding year would come back in search of living bodies to possess for the next 

year. It was believed to be their only hope for the afterlife. The Celts believed all laws of space 

and time were suspended during this time, allowing the spirit world to intermingle with the 

living.  

Naturally, the still-living did not want to be possessed. So on the night of October 31, 

villagers would extinguish the fires in their homes, to make them cold and undesirable. They 

would then dress up in all manner of ghoulish costumes and noisily paraded around the 

neighborhood, being as destructive as possible in order to frighten away spirits looking for 

bodies to possess.  

Probably a better explanation of why the Celts extinguished their fires was not to 

discourage spirit possession, but so that all the Celtic tribes could relight their fires from a 

common source, the Druidic fire that was kept burning in the Middle of Ireland, at Usinach.  

 The custom of trick-or-treating is thought to have originated not with the Irish Celts, but 

with a ninth-century European custom called souling. On November 2, All Souls Day, early 

Christians would walk from village to village begging for "soul cakes," made out of square 

pieces of bread with currants. The more soul cakes the beggars would receive, the more prayers 

they would promise to say on behalf of the dead relatives of the donors. At the time, it was 

believed that the dead remained in limbo for a time after death, and that prayer, even by 

strangers, could expedite a soul's passage to heaven.  

 The Jack-o-lantern custom probably comes from Irish folklore. As the tale is told, a man 

named Jack, who was notorious as a drunkard and trickster, tricked Satan into climbing a tree. 

Jack then carved an image of a cross in the tree's trunk, trapping the devil up the tree. Jack made 

a deal with the devil that, if he would never tempt him again, he would promise to let him down 

the tree.  

 According to the folk tale, after Jack died, he was denied entrance to Heaven because of 
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his evil ways, but he was also denied access to Hell because he had tricked the devil. Instead, the 

devil gave him a single ember to light his way through the frigid darkness. The ember was 

placed inside a hollowed-out turnip to keep it glowing longer.  

 The Irish used turnips as their "Jack's lanterns" originally. But when the immigrants came 

to America, they found that pumpkins were far more plentiful than turnips. So the Jack-O-

Lantern in America was a hollowed-out pumpkin, lit with an ember.  

 So, although some pagan groups, cults, and Satanists may have adopted Halloween as 

their favorite "holiday," the day itself did not grow out of evil practices. It grew out of the rituals 

of Celts celebrating a New Year, and out of medieval prayer rituals of Europeans. And today, 

even many churches have Halloween parties or pumpkin carving events for the kids. After all, 

the day itself is only as evil as one cares to make it. 

 Fire has always played an important part in Halloween. Fire was very important to the 

Celts as it was to all early people. In the old days people lit bonfires to ward away evil spirits and 

in some places they used to jump over the fire to bring good luck. Now we light candles in 

pumpkin lanterns. 

 Halloween is also a good time to find out the future. 
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М9B>8<G9A><9 C>а;а=<я ?> ?>87>B>6>9 GEFAB7B EBB5M9A<S CB F9@9: 

1. "5N9@ 3 1 EFD4A<J4 BEAB6AB7B C9K4FAB7B F9>EF4. 

2. %BB5M9A<9 BHBD@?S9FES 6 E6B5B8AB= HBD@9. 

3. %BB5M9A<9 8B?:AB 6>?RK4FP F9;<EO CB <;GK9AAB@G @4F9D<4?G (6 6<89 3-I E@OE?B6OI 

K4EF9= 3 66989A<9, BEAB6AO9 F9;<EO < ;4>?RK9A<9, 6>?RK4RM99 F4>:9 D9H?9>E<R). 

4. %B89D:4A<9 8B?:AB CB?ABEFPR EBBF69FEF6B64FP F9@9, A9B5IB8<@B <ECB?P;B64FP 

66B8AO9 >?<L9 8?S E6S;O64A<S F9;<EB6. 

5. &9>EF 8B?:9A 5OFP A4C<E4A FB?P>B A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>9. 

6. �?<F9?PABEFP EBB5M9A<S A9 8B?:A4 CD96OL4FP 5-7 @<AGF. 

7. #D< KF9A<< A9B5IB8<@B D4EEF46?SFP 4>J9AFO A4 A4<5B?99 64:AOI @B@9AF4I, K<F4FP E 

KG6EF6B@, EB5?R84FP CD46<?4 KF9A<S 4A7?<=E><I E?B6 < <AFBA4J<<. 

 

 9G96ы9 >?<H9: 
 

1. �4G4?B 6OE>4;O64A<я (Opening) 
I’d like to point out right at the beginning 
that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 IBF9? 5O BF@9F<FP 
(B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9), KFB& 

How by way of introduction I would go as far 

as to say that& 

� >4K9EF69 6EFGC?9A<S S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 
5O E>4;4FP), KFB&  

Just at the beginning I would go as far as to say 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP), KFB& 

It should be pointed out right as the beginning 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 A9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, 
KFB& 

We very clearly remember that&  O BK9AP IBDBLB CB@A<@, KFB& 

Today we’ll be taking a closer look at& %97B8AS @O 5B?99 89F4?PAB D4EE@BFD<@& 

Let’s talk briefly about& �464=F9 CB7B6BD<@ 6>D4FJ9 B& 

At first (Firstly) �?S A4K4?4 
Let me start with #B;6B?PF9 @A9 A4K4FP E  

2. �DB8B?:9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Continuing) 
But right now our attention turns to& � E9=K4E B5D4F<@ 6A<@4A<9 A4& 

Now, let’s look at the situation in& � E9=K4E 8464=F9 D4EE@BFD<@ QFG E<FG4J<R 
(A4CD. E 8DG7B= EFBDBAO) 

And now let’s turn to& � E9=K4E C9D9=89@ >& 

I think what we can hope to do now is& 3 8G@4R, KFB E9=K4E @O @B:9@ A489SFPES 
E89?4FP& (FB, A4 KFB @O @B:9@ E9=K4E 
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A489SFPES, 3 QFB&) 
What is likely to happen is& %>BD99 6E97B E?GK<FES E?98GRM99& 

Let’s move to another question. �464=F9 C9D9=89@ > E?98GRM9@G 6BCDBEG. 
Now it is going to be my pleasure to explain to 

you& 

3 E G8B6B?PEF6<9@ (E D48BEFPR) B5NSEAR 
64@& 

Moreover (Furthermore) �4F9@, 5B?99 FB7B, >DB@9 FB7B 
3. ВOD4:9A<9 E6B97B @A9A<я (Opinion phrases) 

I don’t profess to be an expert on the subject 
of& 

3 A9 CD9F9A8GR A4 DB?P Q>EC9DF4 6 QFB@ 
6BCDBE9& (6 6BCDBE9 >4E4F9?PAB&) 

No one, I think, is challenging the view that& �G@4R, A< G >B7B A9 6O;O649F EB@A9A<S, 
KFB&  

I am tempted to think that& 3 E>?BA9A > @OE?<, KFB&  
I don’t honestly think that& 3, K9EFAB 7B6BDS, A9 EK<F4R, KFB& 

And now I’d prefer to talk about& rather 
than& 

� E9=K4E S 5O IBF9? CB7B6BD<FP B&, 4 A9 
B& 

It strikes me that&  9AS CBD4:49F, KFB& 

I know from personal experience& 3 CB E6B9@G BCOFG ;A4R, KFB& 

I hold the view that& 3 CD<89D:<64REP FBK>< ;D9A<S, KFB& 

Well, my personal feeling is&  B9 ?<KAB9 @A9A<9& 

It’s my firm believe that& 3 F69D8B G59:89A, KFB& 

As far as I am concerned& +FB >4E49FES @9AS, FB& 

It’s been my observation that& #B @B<@ A45?R89A<S@& 

I am not so pessimistic as to suggest& 3 A9 A4EFB?P>B C9EE<@<EF<K9A, KFB5O 
CD98CB?B:<FP& 

I’ve got an impression that& ' @9AS 6C9K4F?9A<9, KFB& 

As for me +FB >4E49FES @9AS 
In my opinion #B @B9@G @A9A<R 

I consider that 3 EK<F4R, KFB 
4. �DBF<6BCB?B:A4я FBG>4 ;D9A<я (Contrasting point of view) 

On the other hand& % 8DG7B= EFBDBAO& 

There is another side to this. �EFP < 8DG74S EFBDBA4. 
There are 2 ways of looking at this& !4 QFB @B:AB CBE@BFD9FP E 86GI EFBDBA. 
There are different views of& %GM9EF6GRF D4;AO9 @A9A<S A4EK9F& 

It would be a mistake to think that& �O?B 5O BL<5>B= (A9CD46<?PAB) 8G@4FP, 
KFB& 

It is not a final word on the matter. 1FB A9 CBE?98A99 E?B6B 6 QFB@ 89?9. 
It doesn’t necessarily mean that& 1FB A9 B5S;4F9?PAB B;A4K49F, KFB& 

Well, there’s been a debate about this. "5 QFB@ 698GFES ECBDO. 
I take a different view at& ' @9AS 8DG7B9 @A9A<9 A4EK9F& 

Opponents argue that& "CCBA9AFO GF69D:84RF, KFB& 

Many people oppose the viewpoint that&  AB7<9 ?R8< A9 CB889D:<64RF FBK>G 
;D9A<S, KFB& 

There’s been mixed reaction to& �O?4 A9B8AB;A4KA4S D94>J<S A4& 

5. ВOD4:9A<9 EB7?4E<я (Agreement) 
Yes, you’re quite right to say that& �O EB69DL9AAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You are certainly correct to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You’ve been very right to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46<?PAB GF69D:849F9, 
KFB& 

No questions about it. !<>4><I 6BCDBEB6 CB QFB@G CB6B8G. 
Well, exactly. That’s precisely what I was 

going to say. 

%B69DL9AAB 69DAB! 1FB <@9AAB FB, KFB S < 
IBF9? E>4;4FP. 
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I have almost no doubt that& ' @9AS CBKF< A9F EB@A9A<=, KFB& 

I am 100% certain that& 3 G69D9A A4 100%, KFB& 

I have little doubt that& 3 CBKF< A9 EB@A964REP, KFB& 

6. ВOD4:9A<9 A9EB7?4E<я, EB@A9A<я (Disagreement, uncertainty) 
I can disagree. 3 @B7G A9 EB7?4E<FPES. 
I express strong objection to the idea that& 3 >D4=A9 A9 EB7?4E9A E @A9A<9@, KFB&  
I don’t think it’s fair to say that& !9 8G@4R, KFB ECD4698?<6B GF69D:84FP& 

That’s where you are wrong about it. �@9AAB 6 QFB@ 6O A9CD46O. 
This does not seem to be so. �4:9FES, KFB QFB A9 F4>. 
There is continuing disagreement over& #BEFBSAAB 6B;A<>49F D4;AB7?4E<9 

BFABE<F9?PAB& 

There has been much disagreement over& %GM9EF6G9F @AB7B D4;AB7?4E<= 
BFABE<F9?PAB& 

It is rather questionable if& �B6B?PAB EB@A<F9?PAB, 9E?<& 

It looks very unlikely that&   4?B69DBSFAB, KFB& 

It’s an impossible question to answer. !4 QFBF 6BCDBE A96B;@B:AB BF69F<FP. 
I have considerable doubt as far as N. is 

concerned. 

3 BK9AP EB@A964REP BFABE<F9?PAB N. 

I doubt it very much, because& 3 6 QFB@ BK9AP EB@A964REP, F.>& 

I am rather vague about it. 3 6 QFB@ A9 BK9AP G69D9A. 
7. �DBяEA9A<9 E<FG4F<<, 4>F9AF<DB64A<9 6A<@4A<я (Clearing up, emphasizing) 

Nobody would want to deny the fact that& !<>FB A9 EF4A9F BFD<J4FP FBF H4>F, KFB& 

And the thing that comes particularly strongly 

is& 

� BEB59AAB CD<6?9>49F 6A<@4A<9 
(6O89?S9FES) F4>4S 69MP, >4>& 

One of the things that must be of concern 

(importance) to us is& 

�B-C9D6OI, @O 8B?:AO B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9 
A4& (�?S A4E <@99F 5B?PLB9 ;A4K9A<9, 6B-
C9D6OI&) 

I’d like to remind you that& )BF9?BEP 5O A4CB@A<FP, KFB& 

We have to bear in mind that& !9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP, KFB& 

One has to bear in mind& �4:8O= 8B?:9A CB@A<FP, KFB& 

What we have to look forward to is& !4 KFB A4@ BEF49FES A489SFPES (K97B A4@ 
@B:AB B:<84FP), F4> QFB&  

It’s from this angle that one must seriously 
consider this problem. 

�@9AAB E QFB= EFBDBAO A9B5IB8<@B 
E9DP9;AB CB8B=F< > QFB@G 6BCDBEG. 

It must be admitted that& !9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, KFB& 

It immediately brings to mind& 1FB ED4;G A4CB@<A49F (A4F4?><649F A4 
@OE?P) B& 

But one mustn’t lose sight of the fact that& !9?P;S GCGE>4FP <; 6<84 FBF H4>F, KFB& 

The other thing that we should keep in mind 

is& 

%?98GRM4S 69MP (E?98GRM<= @B@9AF), B 
>BFBDB= (-B@) A9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP& 

To go right to the heart of the problem I’d like 
to say that& 

#9D9IB8S > EGF< CDB5?9@O, S IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Yes, the strange thing about it is that& �4, EFD4AAO@ 6 QFB@ S6?S9FES FB, KFB& 

What I was greatly struck by is& +FB @9AS CBD4;<?B, F4> QFB& 

I must make my reservation. 3 8B?:9A E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
Reservation should be made. !9B5IB8<@B E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
It goes without saying that !9EB@A9AAB, KFB 

8. �D<6989A<9 CD<@9DB6, H4>FB6 (Giving examples, facts) 

Let me give you a brief example& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< >D4F><= CD<@9D& 

Let me give you an example of what I mean& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< CD<@9D FB7B, KFB S 
<@9R 6 6<8G& 
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Let me illustrate the point with the example& #B;6B?PF9 CDB89@BAEFD<DB64FP QFBF @B@9AF 
A4 CD<@9D9& 

What we have seen now is a kind of a perfect 

example of& 

&B, KFB @O E9=K4E G6<89?<, 3 QFB 
CD9>D4EAO= CD<@9D FB7B, KFB& 

Let me see if I can illustrate that for you. �4=F9 CB8G@4FP, E@B7G ?< S QFB CBSEA<FP.  
There is a great deal of discussion about& #B CB6B8G& 698GFES 8<E>GEE<<.  
It’s a problem that will only increase in time. 1FB CDB5?9@4, >BFBD4S EB 6D9@9A9@ FB?P>B 

6B;D4EF9F (GEG7G5<FES).  
Nobody doubts that& !<>FB A9 EB@A9649FES, KFB& 

This means just what it says. 1FB B;A4K49F <@9AAB FB, B K9@ 6O 
CB8G@4?<. 

What’s more difficult to explain is& +FB 9M9 E?B:A99 B5NSEA<FP, F4> QFB& 

There’s a widely held view that& %GM9EF6G9F D4ECDBEFD4A9AAB9 @A9A<9, 
KFB& 

There’s been a lot of scientific evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F @AB:9EF6B A4GKAOI 
8B>4;4F9?PEF6, KFB& 

There’s enough evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F 8BEF4FBKAB 8B>4;4F9?PEF6, 
KFB& 

9. З469DH9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Concluding) 
To draw to a close I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

To have the final say in the matter& !4CBE?98B> E>4:G, KFB& 

To crown it all I’d like to say that& � 8B69DL9A<9 6E97B IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Let’s have a final look at&  �464=F9 6 CBE?98A<= D4; D4EE@BFD<@&  
It only remains for me to say&  A9 BEF49FES FB?P>B E>4;4FP, KFB& 

I would like to sum up the chief points of what 

has just been said. 

)BKG CB8OFB:<FP BEAB6AO9 @B@9AFO 
E>4;4AAB7B. 

All things considered, the obvious conclusion 

to be drawn is that& 

#D<A<@4S 6E9 6B 6A<@4A<9, @O @B:9@ 
E89?4FP BK96<8AO= 6O6B8, KFB& 

All in all, it is evident& � >BA9KAB@ EK9F9, BK96<8AB, KFB& 

To sum it up I’d like to say& #B8OFB:<64S, IBKG E>4;4FP& 

To draw to the conclusion I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Summarizing, we may say that& #B8OFB:<64S, @O @B:9@ E>4;4FP, KFB& 

That’s where I’d like to end. !4 QFB@ IBKG ;469DL<FP. 
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�ECB?P;G=F9 >BDBF><9 E?B64 < CD98?B:9A<S,  @<A<@<;<DG=F9 
>B?<K9EF6B CD98?B7B6, A4D9K<=, CD<?474F9?PAOI, ;47B?B6>< 
8B?:AO CD<6?9>4FP 6A<@4A<9 4G8<FBD<<. 

$4ECB?B:9A<9 
<AHBD@4J<< A4 
EFD4A<J9 

#D98CBKF<F9?PAB 7BD<;BAF4?PAB9 D4ECB?B:9A<9 <AHBD@4J<<, 
A4<5B?99 64:A4S <AHBD@4J<S 8B?:A4 D4ECB?474FPES 6 J9AFD9 
Q>D4A4, 9E?< A4 E?4=89 >4DF<A>4, A48C<EP 8B?:A4 D4ECB?474FPES 
CB8 A9=. 

,D<HFO �?S ;47B?B6>B6 - A9 @9A99 24, 8?S <AHBD@4J<< - A9 @9A99 18. 
!9?P;S E@9L<64FP D4;?<KAO9 F<CO LD<HFB6 6 B8AB= CD9;9AF4J<<. 
�?S 6O89?9A<S <AHBD@4J<< E?98G9F <ECB?P;B64FP :<DAO= LD<HF, 
>GDE<6 <?< CB8K9D><64A<9. 

"5N9@  

<AHBD@4J<< 
!9 EFB<F ;4CB?ASFP B8<A E?4=8 E?<L>B@ 5B?PL<@ B5N9@B@ 
<AHBD@4J<<: ?R8< @B7GF ;4CB@A<FP A9 5B?99 FD9I H4>FB6, 
6O6B8B6, BCD989?9A<=. !4<5B?PL4S QHH9>F<6ABEFP 8BEF<749FES 
FB784, >B784 >?RK96O9 CGA>FO BFB5D4:4RFES CB B8AB@G A4 >4:8B@ 
BF89?PAB@ E?4=89 

�<8O E?4=8B6 �?S B59EC9K9A<S D4;ABB5D4;<S E?98G9F <ECB?P;B64FP D4;?<KAO9 
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6<8O E?4=8B6: E F9>EFB@, E F45?<J4@<, E  8<47D4@@4@<. 
 

 

М9B>8<G9A><9 C>а;а=<я ?> ?>87>B>6>9 GEFAB7B EBB5M9A<S CB F9@9: 

 

1. "5N9@ 3 1 EFD4A<J4 BEAB6AB7B C9K4FAB7B F9>EF4. 

2. %BB5M9A<9 BHBD@?S9FES 6 E6B5B8AB= HBD@9. 

3. %BB5M9A<9 8B?:AB 6>?RK4FP F9;<EO CB <;GK9AAB@G @4F9D<4?G (6 6<89 3-I E@OE?B6OI 

K4EF9= 3 66989A<9, BEAB6AO9 F9;<EO < ;4>?RK9A<9, 6>?RK4RM99 F4>:9 D9H?9>E<R). 

4. %B89D:4A<9 8B?:AB CB?ABEFPR EBBF69FEF6B64FP F9@9, A9B5IB8<@B <ECB?P;B64FP 

66B8AO9 >?<L9 8?S E6S;O64A<S F9;<EB6. 

5. &9>EF 8B?:9A 5OFP A4C<E4A FB?P>B A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>9. 

6. �?<F9?PABEFP EBB5M9A<S A9 8B?:A4 CD96OL4FP 5-7 @<AGF. 

7. #D< KF9A<< A9B5IB8<@B D4EEF46?SFP 4>J9AFO A4 A4<5B?99 64:AOI @B@9AF4I, K<F4FP E 

KG6EF6B@, EB5?R84FP CD46<?4 KF9A<S 4A7?<=E><I E?B6 < <AFBA4J<<. 

 

 9G96ы9 >?<H9: 
 

1. �4G4?B 6OE>4;O64A<я (Opening) 
I’d like to point out right at the beginning 
that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 IBF9? 5O BF@9F<FP 
(B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9), KFB& 

How by way of introduction I would go as far 

as to say that& 

� >4K9EF69 6EFGC?9A<S S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 
5O E>4;4FP), KFB&  

Just at the beginning I would go as far as to say 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP), KFB& 

It should be pointed out right as the beginning 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 A9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, 
KFB& 

We very clearly remember that&  O BK9AP IBDBLB CB@A<@, KFB& 

Today we’ll be taking a closer look at& %97B8AS @O 5B?99 89F4?PAB D4EE@BFD<@& 

Let’s talk briefly about& �464=F9 CB7B6BD<@ 6>D4FJ9 B& 

At first (Firstly) �?S A4K4?4 
Let me start with #B;6B?PF9 @A9 A4K4FP E  

2. �DB8B?:9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Continuing) 
But right now our attention turns to& � E9=K4E B5D4F<@ 6A<@4A<9 A4& 

Now, let’s look at the situation in& � E9=K4E 8464=F9 D4EE@BFD<@ QFG E<FG4J<R 
(A4CD. E 8DG7B= EFBDBAO) 

And now let’s turn to& � E9=K4E C9D9=89@ >& 

I think what we can hope to do now is& 3 8G@4R, KFB E9=K4E @O @B:9@ A489SFPES 
E89?4FP& (FB, A4 KFB @O @B:9@ E9=K4E 
A489SFPES, 3 QFB&) 

What is likely to happen is& %>BD99 6E97B E?GK<FES E?98GRM99& 

Let’s move to another question. �464=F9 C9D9=89@ > E?98GRM9@G 6BCDBEG. 
Now it is going to be my pleasure to explain to 

you& 

3 E G8B6B?PEF6<9@ (E D48BEFPR) B5NSEAR 
64@& 

Moreover (Furthermore) �4F9@, 5B?99 FB7B, >DB@9 FB7B 
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3. ВOD4:9A<9 E6B97B @A9A<я (Opinion phrases) 
I don’t profess to be an expert on the subject 
of& 

3 A9 CD9F9A8GR A4 DB?P Q>EC9DF4 6 QFB@ 
6BCDBE9& (6 6BCDBE9 >4E4F9?PAB&) 

No one, I think, is challenging the view that& �G@4R, A< G >B7B A9 6O;O649F EB@A9A<S, 
KFB&  

I am tempted to think that& 3 E>?BA9A > @OE?<, KFB&  
I don’t honestly think that& 3, K9EFAB 7B6BDS, A9 EK<F4R, KFB& 

And now I’d prefer to talk about& rather 
than& 

� E9=K4E S 5O IBF9? CB7B6BD<FP B&, 4 A9 
B& 

It strikes me that&  9AS CBD4:49F, KFB& 

I know from personal experience& 3 CB E6B9@G BCOFG ;A4R, KFB& 

I hold the view that& 3 CD<89D:<64REP FBK>< ;D9A<S, KFB& 

Well, my personal feeling is&  B9 ?<KAB9 @A9A<9& 

It’s my firm believe that& 3 F69D8B G59:89A, KFB& 

As far as I am concerned& +FB >4E49FES @9AS, FB& 

It’s been my observation that& #B @B<@ A45?R89A<S@& 

I am not so pessimistic as to suggest& 3 A9 A4EFB?P>B C9EE<@<EF<K9A, KFB5O 
CD98CB?B:<FP& 

I’ve got an impression that& ' @9AS 6C9K4F?9A<9, KFB& 

As for me +FB >4E49FES @9AS 
In my opinion #B @B9@G @A9A<R 

I consider that 3 EK<F4R, KFB 
4. �DBF<6BCB?B:A4я FBG>4 ;D9A<я (Contrasting point of view) 

On the other hand& % 8DG7B= EFBDBAO& 

There is another side to this. �EFP < 8DG74S EFBDBA4. 
There are 2 ways of looking at this& !4 QFB @B:AB CBE@BFD9FP E 86GI EFBDBA. 
There are different views of& %GM9EF6GRF D4;AO9 @A9A<S A4EK9F& 

It would be a mistake to think that& �O?B 5O BL<5>B= (A9CD46<?PAB) 8G@4FP, 
KFB& 

It is not a final word on the matter. 1FB A9 CBE?98A99 E?B6B 6 QFB@ 89?9. 
It doesn’t necessarily mean that& 1FB A9 B5S;4F9?PAB B;A4K49F, KFB& 

Well, there’s been a debate about this. "5 QFB@ 698GFES ECBDO. 
I take a different view at& ' @9AS 8DG7B9 @A9A<9 A4EK9F& 

Opponents argue that& "CCBA9AFO GF69D:84RF, KFB& 

Many people oppose the viewpoint that&  AB7<9 ?R8< A9 CB889D:<64RF FBK>G 
;D9A<S, KFB& 

There’s been mixed reaction to& �O?4 A9B8AB;A4KA4S D94>J<S A4& 

5. ВOD4:9A<9 EB7?4E<я (Agreement) 
Yes, you’re quite right to say that& �O EB69DL9AAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You are certainly correct to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You’ve been very right to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46<?PAB GF69D:849F9, 
KFB& 

No questions about it. !<>4><I 6BCDBEB6 CB QFB@G CB6B8G. 
Well, exactly. That’s precisely what I was 
going to say. 

%B69DL9AAB 69DAB! 1FB <@9AAB FB, KFB S < 
IBF9? E>4;4FP. 

I have almost no doubt that& ' @9AS CBKF< A9F EB@A9A<=, KFB& 

I am 100% certain that& 3 G69D9A A4 100%, KFB& 

I have little doubt that& 3 CBKF< A9 EB@A964REP, KFB& 

6. ВOD4:9A<9 A9EB7?4E<я, EB@A9A<я (Disagreement, uncertainty) 
I can disagree. 3 @B7G A9 EB7?4E<FPES. 
I express strong objection to the idea that& 3 >D4=A9 A9 EB7?4E9A E @A9A<9@, KFB&  
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I don’t think it’s fair to say that& !9 8G@4R, KFB ECD4698?<6B GF69D:84FP& 

That’s where you are wrong about it. �@9AAB 6 QFB@ 6O A9CD46O. 
This does not seem to be so. �4:9FES, KFB QFB A9 F4>. 
There is continuing disagreement over& #BEFBSAAB 6B;A<>49F D4;AB7?4E<9 

BFABE<F9?PAB& 

There has been much disagreement over& %GM9EF6G9F @AB7B D4;AB7?4E<= 
BFABE<F9?PAB& 

It is rather questionable if& �B6B?PAB EB@A<F9?PAB, 9E?<& 

It looks very unlikely that&   4?B69DBSFAB, KFB& 

It’s an impossible question to answer. !4 QFBF 6BCDBE A96B;@B:AB BF69F<FP. 
I have considerable doubt as far as N. is 

concerned. 

3 BK9AP EB@A964REP BFABE<F9?PAB N. 

I doubt it very much, because& 3 6 QFB@ BK9AP EB@A964REP, F.>& 

I am rather vague about it. 3 6 QFB@ A9 BK9AP G69D9A. 
7. �DBяEA9A<9 E<FG4F<<, 4>F9AF<DB64A<9 6A<@4A<я (Clearing up, emphasizing) 

Nobody would want to deny the fact that& !<>FB A9 EF4A9F BFD<J4FP FBF H4>F, KFB& 

And the thing that comes particularly strongly 

is& 

� BEB59AAB CD<6?9>49F 6A<@4A<9 
(6O89?S9FES) F4>4S 69MP, >4>& 

One of the things that must be of concern 

(importance) to us is& 

�B-C9D6OI, @O 8B?:AO B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9 
A4& (�?S A4E <@99F 5B?PLB9 ;A4K9A<9, 6B-
C9D6OI&) 

I’d like to remind you that& )BF9?BEP 5O A4CB@A<FP, KFB& 

We have to bear in mind that& !9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP, KFB& 

One has to bear in mind& �4:8O= 8B?:9A CB@A<FP, KFB& 

What we have to look forward to is& !4 KFB A4@ BEF49FES A489SFPES (K97B A4@ 
@B:AB B:<84FP), F4> QFB&  

It’s from this angle that one must seriously 
consider this problem. 

�@9AAB E QFB= EFBDBAO A9B5IB8<@B 
E9DP9;AB CB8B=F< > QFB@G 6BCDBEG. 

It must be admitted that& !9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, KFB& 

It immediately brings to mind& 1FB ED4;G A4CB@<A49F (A4F4?><649F A4 
@OE?P) B& 

But one mustn’t lose sight of the fact that& !9?P;S GCGE>4FP <; 6<84 FBF H4>F, KFB& 

The other thing that we should keep in mind 

is& 

%?98GRM4S 69MP (E?98GRM<= @B@9AF), B 
>BFBDB= (-B@) A9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP& 

To go right to the heart of the problem I’d like 
to say that& 

#9D9IB8S > EGF< CDB5?9@O, S IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Yes, the strange thing about it is that& �4, EFD4AAO@ 6 QFB@ S6?S9FES FB, KFB& 

What I was greatly struck by is& +FB @9AS CBD4;<?B, F4> QFB& 

I must make my reservation. 3 8B?:9A E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
Reservation should be made. !9B5IB8<@B E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
It goes without saying that !9EB@A9AAB, KFB 

8. �D<6989A<9 CD<@9DB6, H4>FB6 (Giving examples, facts) 
Let me give you a brief example& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< >D4F><= CD<@9D& 

Let me give you an example of what I mean& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< CD<@9D FB7B, KFB S 
<@9R 6 6<8G& 

Let me illustrate the point with the example& #B;6B?PF9 CDB89@BAEFD<DB64FP QFBF @B@9AF 
A4 CD<@9D9& 

What we have seen now is a kind of a perfect 

example of& 

&B, KFB @O E9=K4E G6<89?<, 3 QFB 
CD9>D4EAO= CD<@9D FB7B, KFB& 

Let me see if I can illustrate that for you. �4=F9 CB8G@4FP, E@B7G ?< S QFB CBSEA<FP.  
There is a great deal of discussion about& #B CB6B8G& 698GFES 8<E>GEE<<.  
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It’s a problem that will only increase in time. 1FB CDB5?9@4, >BFBD4S EB 6D9@9A9@ FB?P>B 
6B;D4EF9F (GEG7G5<FES).  

Nobody doubts that& !<>FB A9 EB@A9649FES, KFB& 

This means just what it says. 1FB B;A4K49F <@9AAB FB, B K9@ 6O 
CB8G@4?<. 

What’s more difficult to explain is& +FB 9M9 E?B:A99 B5NSEA<FP, F4> QFB& 

There’s a widely held view that& %GM9EF6G9F D4ECDBEFD4A9AAB9 @A9A<9, 
KFB& 

There’s been a lot of scientific evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F @AB:9EF6B A4GKAOI 
8B>4;4F9?PEF6, KFB& 

There’s enough evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F 8BEF4FBKAB 8B>4;4F9?PEF6, 
KFB& 

9. З469DH9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Concluding) 
To draw to a close I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

To have the final say in the matter& !4CBE?98B> E>4:G, KFB& 

To crown it all I’d like to say that& � 8B69DL9A<9 6E97B IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Let’s have a final look at&  �464=F9 6 CBE?98A<= D4; D4EE@BFD<@&  
It only remains for me to say&  A9 BEF49FES FB?P>B E>4;4FP, KFB& 

I would like to sum up the chief points of what 

has just been said. 

)BKG CB8OFB:<FP BEAB6AO9 @B@9AFO 
E>4;4AAB7B. 

All things considered, the obvious conclusion 

to be drawn is that& 

#D<A<@4S 6E9 6B 6A<@4A<9, @O @B:9@ 
E89?4FP BK96<8AO= 6O6B8, KFB& 

All in all, it is evident& � >BA9KAB@ EK9F9, BK96<8AB, KFB& 

To sum it up I’d like to say& #B8OFB:<64S, IBKG E>4;4FP& 

To draw to the conclusion I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Summarizing, we may say that& #B8OFB:<64S, @O @B:9@ E>4;4FP, KFB& 

That’s where I’d like to end. !4 QFB@ IBKG ;469DL<FP. 
 

 

�@<?>:9=<9 1. Т9>ABы 8?я GB9=<я < ?9@96>8а 

 

Text 1. Types of locomotives      

The steam-powered locomotive played a key role during the development and golden age 

of railroading, but, despite its long and picturesque history, it has been superseded in developed 

nations by electric and diesel-electric locomotives for economic and environmental reasons. The 

few steam locomotives that remain in operation in developed nations are mostly nostalgic relics 

used chiefly to pull tourist trains. 

Steam Locomotives.  

The reciprocating steam locomotive is a self-contained power unit consisting essentially of 

a steam engine and a boiler with fuel and water supplies. Superheated steam, controlled by a 

throttle, is admitted to the cylinders by a suitable valve arrangement, the pressure on the pistons 

being transmitted through the main rod to the driving wheels. The driving wheels, which vary in 

number, are connected by side rods. Steam locomotives are usually classified under the Whyte 

system, that is, by the number and arrangement of the wheels; for example, an engine classified 

as 23630 has one pair of wheels under the front truck, three pairs of coupled or driving wheels, 
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and no wheels under the trailing truck. In some cases the truck wheels of the tender (fuel carrier) 

are added. 

Electric Locomotives. 

Electric locomotives range from the small type used in factories and coal mines for local 

hauling to the large engines used on railroads. Electric locomotives generally have two or more 

motors. Power is collected from an electric trolley, or pantograph, running on an overhead wire 

or from a third rail at one side of the track. Battery locomotives, used only for local haulage, 

carry electric storage batteries that act as their primary source of power. Electric railroad 

locomotives are used chiefly on steep grades and on runs of high traffic density; although highly 

efficient they are not more widely used because of the cost of electric substations and overhead 

wires or third rails. 

Diesel Locomotives.  

Diesel-electric locomotives were introduced in the United States in 1924, and have 

become the most widely used type of locomotive. The modern diesel-electric locomotive is a 

self-contained, electrically propelled unit. Like the electric locomotive, it has electric drive, in 

the form of traction motors driving the axles and controlled with electronic controls. It also has 

many of the same auxiliary systems for cooling, lighting, heating, and braking. It differs 

principally in that it has its own generating station instead of being connected to a remote 

generating station through overhead wires or a third rail. The generating station consists of a 

large diesel engine coupled to an alternator or generator that provides the power for the traction 

motors. These motors drive the driving wheels by means of spur gears. The ratio of the gearing 

regulates the hauling power and maximum speed of the locomotive. A modern diesel-electric 

locomotive produces about 35% of the power of a electric locomotive of similar weight. Diesel-

mechanical locomotives have a direct mechanical link consisting of a clutch and a series of 

gears and shafts between the engine and the wheels, similar to the transmission in an automobile. 

Because mechanical drives deliver less power to the wheels than electric and diesel-electric 

systems, they are only used with the smallest locomotives. In diesel-hydraulic locomotives the 

engine drives a torque converter, which uses fluids under pressure to transmit and regulate power 

to the wheels. Hydraulic drives are little used in the United States but are widely used in some 

countries, such as Germany. 

Gas turbine–electric locomotives are similar to the diesel-electric but use a gas turbine to 

drive the generator. The technology is used primarily on turbotrains, high-speed passenger trains 

that do not have locomotives but instead are powered by units built into one or more of their 

cars. 

&9@4 2:     BEFO 6 �9?<>B5D<F4A<< < %,� 
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�B?<K9EF6B K4EB6:    4 

%DB>< E84K<: �4ASF<9 № 15 
�<8O 89SF9?PABEF< EFG89AF4:  

 $45BF4 E F9>EF4@< (KF9A<9, C9D96B8, EBEF46?9A<9 C?4A4) 
 $45BF4 EB E?B64D9@ 

 GEFAB9 CD98EF46?9A<9 <;GK9AAB7B @4F9D<4?4 
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1. 'EFAO= D4EE>4; 
 

�4;B6O= GDB69AP 
 C<EP@9AAO= C9D96B8 F9>EF4 

 

 

#DB86<AGFO= GDB69AP 
 GEFAB9 CD98EF46?9A<9 A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>9 
 

 

 9FB8<K9E>B9 EBCDB6B:89A<9: 
1. #D<?B:9A<9 1. &9>EFO 8?S KF9A<S < C9D96B84. 
 

 

�AF9DA9F-<EFBKA<><: 

1. http://www.en.wikipedia.com 

 

М9B>8<G9A><9 C>а;а=<я ?> ?>87>B>6>9 GEFAB7B EBB5M9A<S CB F9@9: 

 

1. "5N9@ 3 1 EFD4A<J4 BEAB6AB7B C9K4FAB7B F9>EF4. 

2. %BB5M9A<9 BHBD@?S9FES 6 E6B5B8AB= HBD@9. 

3. %BB5M9A<9 8B?:AB 6>?RK4FP F9;<EO CB <;GK9AAB@G @4F9D<4?G (6 6<89 3-I E@OE?B6OI 

K4EF9= 3 66989A<9, BEAB6AO9 F9;<EO < ;4>?RK9A<9, 6>?RK4RM99 F4>:9 D9H?9>E<R). 

4. %B89D:4A<9 8B?:AB CB?ABEFPR EBBF69FEF6B64FP F9@9, A9B5IB8<@B <ECB?P;B64FP 

66B8AO9 >?<L9 8?S E6S;O64A<S F9;<EB6. 

5. &9>EF 8B?:9A 5OFP A4C<E4A FB?P>B A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>9. 

6. �?<F9?PABEFP EBB5M9A<S A9 8B?:A4 CD96OL4FP 5-7 @<AGF. 

7. #D< KF9A<< A9B5IB8<@B D4EEF46?SFP 4>J9AFO A4 A4<5B?99 64:AOI @B@9AF4I, K<F4FP E 

KG6EF6B@, EB5?R84FP CD46<?4 KF9A<S 4A7?<=E><I E?B6 < <AFBA4J<<. 

 

 9G96ы9 >?<H9: 
 

1. �4G4?B 6OE>4;O64A<я (Opening) 
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I’d like to point out right at the beginning 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 IBF9? 5O BF@9F<FP 
(B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9), KFB& 

How by way of introduction I would go as far 

as to say that& 

� >4K9EF69 6EFGC?9A<S S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 
5O E>4;4FP), KFB&  

Just at the beginning I would go as far as to say 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP), KFB& 

It should be pointed out right as the beginning 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 A9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, 
KFB& 

We very clearly remember that&  O BK9AP IBDBLB CB@A<@, KFB& 

Today we’ll be taking a closer look at& %97B8AS @O 5B?99 89F4?PAB D4EE@BFD<@& 

Let’s talk briefly about& �464=F9 CB7B6BD<@ 6>D4FJ9 B& 

At first (Firstly) �?S A4K4?4 
Let me start with #B;6B?PF9 @A9 A4K4FP E  

2. �DB8B?:9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Continuing) 
But right now our attention turns to& � E9=K4E B5D4F<@ 6A<@4A<9 A4& 

Now, let’s look at the situation in& � E9=K4E 8464=F9 D4EE@BFD<@ QFG E<FG4J<R 
(A4CD. E 8DG7B= EFBDBAO) 

And now let’s turn to& � E9=K4E C9D9=89@ >& 

I think what we can hope to do now is& 3 8G@4R, KFB E9=K4E @O @B:9@ A489SFPES 
E89?4FP& (FB, A4 KFB @O @B:9@ E9=K4E 
A489SFPES, 3 QFB&) 

What is likely to happen is& %>BD99 6E97B E?GK<FES E?98GRM99& 

Let’s move to another question. �464=F9 C9D9=89@ > E?98GRM9@G 6BCDBEG. 
Now it is going to be my pleasure to explain to 

you& 

3 E G8B6B?PEF6<9@ (E D48BEFPR) B5NSEAR 
64@& 

Moreover (Furthermore) �4F9@, 5B?99 FB7B, >DB@9 FB7B 
3. ВOD4:9A<9 E6B97B @A9A<я (Opinion phrases) 

I don’t profess to be an expert on the subject 
of& 

3 A9 CD9F9A8GR A4 DB?P Q>EC9DF4 6 QFB@ 
6BCDBE9& (6 6BCDBE9 >4E4F9?PAB&) 

No one, I think, is challenging the view that& �G@4R, A< G >B7B A9 6O;O649F EB@A9A<S, 
KFB&  

I am tempted to think that& 3 E>?BA9A > @OE?<, KFB&  
I don’t honestly think that& 3, K9EFAB 7B6BDS, A9 EK<F4R, KFB& 

And now I’d prefer to talk about& rather 
than& 

� E9=K4E S 5O IBF9? CB7B6BD<FP B&, 4 A9 
B& 

It strikes me that&  9AS CBD4:49F, KFB& 

I know from personal experience& 3 CB E6B9@G BCOFG ;A4R, KFB& 

I hold the view that& 3 CD<89D:<64REP FBK>< ;D9A<S, KFB& 

Well, my personal feeling is&  B9 ?<KAB9 @A9A<9& 

It’s my firm believe that& 3 F69D8B G59:89A, KFB& 

As far as I am concerned& +FB >4E49FES @9AS, FB& 

It’s been my observation that& #B @B<@ A45?R89A<S@& 

I am not so pessimistic as to suggest& 3 A9 A4EFB?P>B C9EE<@<EF<K9A, KFB5O 
CD98CB?B:<FP& 

I’ve got an impression that& ' @9AS 6C9K4F?9A<9, KFB& 

As for me +FB >4E49FES @9AS 
In my opinion #B @B9@G @A9A<R 

I consider that 3 EK<F4R, KFB 
4. �DBF<6BCB?B:A4я FBG>4 ;D9A<я (Contrasting point of view) 

On the other hand& % 8DG7B= EFBDBAO& 

There is another side to this. �EFP < 8DG74S EFBDBA4. 
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There are 2 ways of looking at this& !4 QFB @B:AB CBE@BFD9FP E 86GI EFBDBA. 
There are different views of& %GM9EF6GRF D4;AO9 @A9A<S A4EK9F& 

It would be a mistake to think that& �O?B 5O BL<5>B= (A9CD46<?PAB) 8G@4FP, 
KFB& 

It is not a final word on the matter. 1FB A9 CBE?98A99 E?B6B 6 QFB@ 89?9. 
It doesn’t necessarily mean that& 1FB A9 B5S;4F9?PAB B;A4K49F, KFB& 

Well, there’s been a debate about this. "5 QFB@ 698GFES ECBDO. 
I take a different view at& ' @9AS 8DG7B9 @A9A<9 A4EK9F& 

Opponents argue that& "CCBA9AFO GF69D:84RF, KFB& 

Many people oppose the viewpoint that&  AB7<9 ?R8< A9 CB889D:<64RF FBK>G 
;D9A<S, KFB& 

There’s been mixed reaction to& �O?4 A9B8AB;A4KA4S D94>J<S A4& 

5. ВOD4:9A<9 EB7?4E<я (Agreement) 
Yes, you’re quite right to say that& �O EB69DL9AAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You are certainly correct to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You’ve been very right to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46<?PAB GF69D:849F9, 
KFB& 

No questions about it. !<>4><I 6BCDBEB6 CB QFB@G CB6B8G. 
Well, exactly. That’s precisely what I was 
going to say. 

%B69DL9AAB 69DAB! 1FB <@9AAB FB, KFB S < 
IBF9? E>4;4FP. 

I have almost no doubt that& ' @9AS CBKF< A9F EB@A9A<=, KFB& 

I am 100% certain that& 3 G69D9A A4 100%, KFB& 

I have little doubt that& 3 CBKF< A9 EB@A964REP, KFB& 

6. ВOD4:9A<9 A9EB7?4E<я, EB@A9A<я (Disagreement, uncertainty) 
I can disagree. 3 @B7G A9 EB7?4E<FPES. 
I express strong objection to the idea that& 3 >D4=A9 A9 EB7?4E9A E @A9A<9@, KFB&  
I don’t think it’s fair to say that& !9 8G@4R, KFB ECD4698?<6B GF69D:84FP& 

That’s where you are wrong about it. �@9AAB 6 QFB@ 6O A9CD46O. 
This does not seem to be so. �4:9FES, KFB QFB A9 F4>. 
There is continuing disagreement over& #BEFBSAAB 6B;A<>49F D4;AB7?4E<9 

BFABE<F9?PAB& 

There has been much disagreement over& %GM9EF6G9F @AB7B D4;AB7?4E<= 
BFABE<F9?PAB& 

It is rather questionable if& �B6B?PAB EB@A<F9?PAB, 9E?<& 

It looks very unlikely that&   4?B69DBSFAB, KFB& 

It’s an impossible question to answer. !4 QFBF 6BCDBE A96B;@B:AB BF69F<FP. 
I have considerable doubt as far as N. is 

concerned. 

3 BK9AP EB@A964REP BFABE<F9?PAB N. 

I doubt it very much, because& 3 6 QFB@ BK9AP EB@A964REP, F.>& 

I am rather vague about it. 3 6 QFB@ A9 BK9AP G69D9A. 
7. �DBяEA9A<9 E<FG4F<<, 4>F9AF<DB64A<9 6A<@4A<я (Clearing up, emphasizing) 

Nobody would want to deny the fact that& !<>FB A9 EF4A9F BFD<J4FP FBF H4>F, KFB& 

And the thing that comes particularly strongly 

is& 

� BEB59AAB CD<6?9>49F 6A<@4A<9 
(6O89?S9FES) F4>4S 69MP, >4>& 

One of the things that must be of concern 

(importance) to us is& 

�B-C9D6OI, @O 8B?:AO B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9 
A4& (�?S A4E <@99F 5B?PLB9 ;A4K9A<9, 6B-
C9D6OI&) 

I’d like to remind you that& )BF9?BEP 5O A4CB@A<FP, KFB& 

We have to bear in mind that& !9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP, KFB& 

One has to bear in mind& �4:8O= 8B?:9A CB@A<FP, KFB& 

What we have to look forward to is& !4 KFB A4@ BEF49FES A489SFPES (K97B A4@ 
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@B:AB B:<84FP), F4> QFB&  
It’s from this angle that one must seriously 
consider this problem. 

�@9AAB E QFB= EFBDBAO A9B5IB8<@B 
E9DP9;AB CB8B=F< > QFB@G 6BCDBEG. 

It must be admitted that& !9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, KFB& 

It immediately brings to mind& 1FB ED4;G A4CB@<A49F (A4F4?><649F A4 
@OE?P) B& 

But one mustn’t lose sight of the fact that& !9?P;S GCGE>4FP <; 6<84 FBF H4>F, KFB& 

The other thing that we should keep in mind 

is& 

%?98GRM4S 69MP (E?98GRM<= @B@9AF), B 
>BFBDB= (-B@) A9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP& 

To go right to the heart of the problem I’d like 
to say that& 

#9D9IB8S > EGF< CDB5?9@O, S IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Yes, the strange thing about it is that& �4, EFD4AAO@ 6 QFB@ S6?S9FES FB, KFB& 

What I was greatly struck by is& +FB @9AS CBD4;<?B, F4> QFB& 

I must make my reservation. 3 8B?:9A E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
Reservation should be made. !9B5IB8<@B E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
It goes without saying that !9EB@A9AAB, KFB 

8. �D<6989A<9 CD<@9DB6, H4>FB6 (Giving examples, facts) 
Let me give you a brief example& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< >D4F><= CD<@9D& 

Let me give you an example of what I mean& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< CD<@9D FB7B, KFB S 
<@9R 6 6<8G& 

Let me illustrate the point with the example& #B;6B?PF9 CDB89@BAEFD<DB64FP QFBF @B@9AF 
A4 CD<@9D9& 

What we have seen now is a kind of a perfect 

example of& 

&B, KFB @O E9=K4E G6<89?<, 3 QFB 
CD9>D4EAO= CD<@9D FB7B, KFB& 

Let me see if I can illustrate that for you. �4=F9 CB8G@4FP, E@B7G ?< S QFB CBSEA<FP.  
There is a great deal of discussion about& #B CB6B8G& 698GFES 8<E>GEE<<.  
It’s a problem that will only increase in time. 1FB CDB5?9@4, >BFBD4S EB 6D9@9A9@ FB?P>B 

6B;D4EF9F (GEG7G5<FES).  
Nobody doubts that& !<>FB A9 EB@A9649FES, KFB& 

This means just what it says. 1FB B;A4K49F <@9AAB FB, B K9@ 6O 
CB8G@4?<. 

What’s more difficult to explain is& +FB 9M9 E?B:A99 B5NSEA<FP, F4> QFB& 

There’s a widely held view that& %GM9EF6G9F D4ECDBEFD4A9AAB9 @A9A<9, 
KFB& 

There’s been a lot of scientific evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F @AB:9EF6B A4GKAOI 
8B>4;4F9?PEF6, KFB& 

There’s enough evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F 8BEF4FBKAB 8B>4;4F9?PEF6, 
KFB& 

9. З469DH9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Concluding) 
To draw to a close I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

To have the final say in the matter& !4CBE?98B> E>4:G, KFB& 

To crown it all I’d like to say that& � 8B69DL9A<9 6E97B IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Let’s have a final look at&  �464=F9 6 CBE?98A<= D4; D4EE@BFD<@&  
It only remains for me to say&  A9 BEF49FES FB?P>B E>4;4FP, KFB& 

I would like to sum up the chief points of what 

has just been said. 

)BKG CB8OFB:<FP BEAB6AO9 @B@9AFO 
E>4;4AAB7B. 

All things considered, the obvious conclusion 

to be drawn is that& 

#D<A<@4S 6E9 6B 6A<@4A<9, @O @B:9@ 
E89?4FP BK96<8AO= 6O6B8, KFB& 

All in all, it is evident& � >BA9KAB@ EK9F9, BK96<8AB, KFB& 

To sum it up I’d like to say& #B8OFB:<64S, IBKG E>4;4FP& 

To draw to the conclusion I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 
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Summarizing, we may say that& #B8OFB:<64S, @O @B:9@ E>4;4FP, KFB& 

That’s where I’d like to end. !4 QFB@ IBKG ;469DL<FP. 
 

 

�@<?>:9=<9 2. Т9>ABы 8?я GB9=<я < ?9@96>8а 

 

Text 1. Early Bridges 

Bridges are structures built over a river, railroad track, road, lakes, ravines, canyons, 

highways or some other obstacle. They allow people or vehicles to cross from one side to 

another. Bridges must be built strong enough to safely support their own weight as well as the 

weight of the people and vehicles that pass over it. The bridge must also withstand natural 

occurrences that include weathering, earthquakes, strong winds, and freezing and thawing.  

There's no doubt you've seen a bridge, and it's almost as likely that you've traveled over 

one. If you've ever laid a plank or log down over a stream to keep from getting wet, you've even 

constructed a bridge. Bridges are truly ubiquitous -- a natural part of everyday life. The type of 

bridge used depends on various features of the obstacle. The main feature that controls the bridge 

type is the size of the obstacle. How far is it from one side to the other? This is a major factor in 

determining what type of bridge to use.  

In ancient times the first bridges made by humans were probably spans of wooden logs or 

planks and eventually stones, using a simple support and crossbeam arrangement.  

Some early Americans used trees or bamboo poles to cross small caverns or wells to get 

from one place to another. A common form of lashing sticks, logs, and deciduous branches 

together involved the use of long reeds or other harvested fibers woven together to form a 

connective rope which was capable of binding and holding in place materials used in early 

bridges.  

The greatest bridge builders of antiquity were the ancient Romans. The Romans built arch 

bridges and aqueducts that could stand in conditions that would damage or destroy earlier 

designs. The Romans built long, arched spans, many of which are still standing. The Romans 

also used cement, which reduced the variation of strength found in natural stone. Brick and 

mortar bridges were built after the Roman era, as the technology for cement was lost then later 

rediscovered. 

 Rope bridges, a simple type of suspension bridge, were used by the Inca civilization in the 

Andes Mountains of South America, just prior to European colonization in the 1500s.  

Bridges built during the Middle Ages usually rested on crude stone arches with heavy piers 

(intermediate supports) that were a great obstruction to river traffic, and their roadways were 

often lined with small shops.  
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The best known early American design is the New England covered bridge. Colonial 

American bridge builders were willing to run the risk of rot or fire in exchange for such savings 

in time and manpower. Beginning with Abraham Darby's bridge at Coalbrookdale in 1779, most 

bridges began to be built of cast and wrought iron. Robert Stephenson, an English engineer, 

designed and built a bridge of this type across Menai Strait in North Wales (1850). Another is 

Victoria Bridge across the St. Lawrence at Montreal. The disadvantage of cast iron for bridges is 

its low tensile strength. During the 18th century there were many innovations in the design of 

timber bridges by Hans Ulrich, Johannes Grubenmann, and others.  

With the Industrial Revolution in the 19th century, truss systems of wrought iron were 

developed for larger bridges, but iron did not have the tensile strength to support large loads. 

With the advent of steel, which has a high tensile strength, much larger bridges were built, many 

using the ideas of Gustave Eiffel.  

 

Text 2. �9D6O9 @BEFO 6  BEE<< 

� $BEE<< C9D6O9 :9?9;AO9 @BEFO CBS6<?<EP 6 1780-9 77 < BF?<K4?<EP BF 

96DBC9=E><I F9@, KFB 5O?< 5B?PL9= K4EFPR <@9AAB :9?9;AO@<, 4 A9 KG7GAAO@<. "8<A <; 

A<I 5O? E89?4A CB CDB9>FG �:. �64D9A7< 8?S C4D>4 6 *4DE>B@ E9?9. �4F9@ CBE?98B64?4 

E9D<S @BEFB6, <;7BFB6?9AA4S A4 %9EFDBD9J>B@ BDG:9=AB@ ;46B89. �64 :9?9;AOI @BEF4 

1793-1794 A4IB8SFES 6 &46D<K9E>B@ E48G 6 #9F9D5GD79. 1F< C4@SFA<>< <A:9A9DAB7B 

<E>GEEF64 ?<LP CB E?GK4=ABEF< G84?BEP EC4EF< BF EABE4 - EB69DL9AEF6B <I >BAEFDG>J<< 

F4>B6B, KFB 8B?7B9 6D9@S <I EK<F4?< CDB<;6989A<S@< ;A4K<F9?PAB 5B?99 CB;8A97B 

6D9@9A<.  

� A4K4?9 XIX 6. 6 #9F9D5GD79 CBS6?S9FES AB6O= F<C @BEFB6 - "<; CB?OI KG7GAAOI 

SM<>B6", C9D6O@ <; >BFBDOI 5O? "�9D8B6 @BEF" (1805-1806) A4 B8AB@ <; CD<FB>B6 !96O.  

� 1807 7. �9EF9 EBEF46<? 8?S #9F9D5GD74 C9D6O= 6 @<D9 B5D4;JB6O= CDB9>F KG7GAAB7B 

@BEF4 < 6 1810-20-9 77. 6 7BDB89 CBS6<?BEP B>B?B 89ESF< QF<I EBBDG:9A<=, >4;46L<IES 6 FB 

6D9@S A9B5OKAB ?97><@<.  

#9D6B9 89ESF<?9F<9 XIX 6. EF4?B 6D9@9A9@ 6B;A<>AB69A<S @BEFB6 64AFB6B= 

>BAEFDG>J<< (<?< 4@9D<>4AB-96DBC9=E>B= E<EF9@O); A4K4?B <I EFDB<F9?PEF6G 5O?B 

CB?B:9AB 4@9D<>4AJ9@ �:BAB@ (<8?99@, RD<EFB@ CB B5D4;B64A<R, D4EE@4FD<646L<@ 

EFDB<F9?PEF6B @BEFB6 >4> 8BCB?A<F9?PAB9 ED98EF6B ;4D45BF>4. � QFB :9 6D9@S <89S 

64AFB6B7B @BEF4 CD<L?4 6 7B?B6G 4DI<F9>FBD4 �<F59D74. �AF9D9E9A H4>F BFEGFEF6<S 

FBKAOI D4EK9FB6 >BAEFDG>J<< 6 C9D6OI :9?9;AOI @BEF4I. �B 1820-I 77. D4EK9FO 

;4@9AS?<EP @B89?PR 6 1/3 69?<K<AO D94?PAB= CBEFDB=><, KFB B5NSEAS9FES 

A9GEFB=K<6BEFPR >4K9EF64 6OC?46>< :9?9;4 6 D4AA<= C9D<B8.  
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6. �9FB8<G9E><9 G>4;4A<я 8?я 6 E9@9EFD4 

 

 

&9@4 1:    &BAA9?< 6 $BEE<< < ;4 DG59:B@ 

 

�B?<K9EF6B K4EB6:    3 

%DB>< E84K<: �4ASF<9 № 5 

 

&9@4 2:     9FDB 6 $BEE<< < �9?<>B5D<F4A<< 

 

�B?<K9EF6B K4EB6:    3 

 

%DB>< E84K<: �4ASF<9 № 10 

 
�<8O 89SF9?PABEF< EFG89AF4:  

 $45BF4 E F9>EF4@< (KF9A<9, C9D96B8, EBEF46?9A<9 C?4A4) 
 $45BF4 EB E?B64D9@ 

 GEFAB9 CD98EF46?9A<9 <;GK9AAB7B @4F9D<4?4 
 

(BD@O BFK9F4:  
 

1. 'EFAO= D4EE>4; 
 

�4;B6O= GDB69AP 
 C<EP@9AAO= C9D96B8 F9>EF4 

 
 

#DB86<AGFO= GDB69AP 
 GEFAB9 CD98EF46?9A<9 A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>9 
 

 

 9FB8<K9E>B9 EBCDB6B:89A<9: 
1. #D<?B:9A<9 1. &9>EFO 8?S KF9A<S < C9D96B84. 
 

 

�AF9DA9F-<EFBKA<><: 

1. http://www.en.wikipedia.com 

 

М9B>8<G9A><9 C>а;а=<я ?> ?>87>B>6>9 GEFAB7B EBB5M9A<S CB F9@9: 

 

1. "5N9@ 3 1 EFD4A<J4 BEAB6AB7B C9K4FAB7B F9>EF4. 

2. %BB5M9A<9 BHBD@?S9FES 6 E6B5B8AB= HBD@9. 

3. %BB5M9A<9 8B?:AB 6>?RK4FP F9;<EO CB <;GK9AAB@G @4F9D<4?G (6 6<89 3-I E@OE?B6OI 

K4EF9= 3 66989A<9, BEAB6AO9 F9;<EO < ;4>?RK9A<9, 6>?RK4RM99 F4>:9 D9H?9>E<R). 
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4. %B89D:4A<9 8B?:AB CB?ABEFPR EBBF69FEF6B64FP F9@9, A9B5IB8<@B <ECB?P;B64FP 

66B8AO9 >?<L9 8?S E6S;O64A<S F9;<EB6. 

5. &9>EF 8B?:9A 5OFP A4C<E4A FB?P>B A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>9. 

6. �?<F9?PABEFP EBB5M9A<S A9 8B?:A4 CD96OL4FP 5-7 @<AGF. 

7. #D< KF9A<< A9B5IB8<@B D4EEF46?SFP 4>J9AFO A4 A4<5B?99 64:AOI @B@9AF4I, K<F4FP E 

KG6EF6B@, EB5?R84FP CD46<?4 KF9A<S 4A7?<=E><I E?B6 < <AFBA4J<<. 

 

 9G96ы9 >?<H9: 
 

1. �4G4?B 6OE>4;O64A<я (Opening) 
I’d like to point out right at the beginning 
that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 IBF9? 5O BF@9F<FP 
(B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9), KFB& 

How by way of introduction I would go as far 

as to say that& 

� >4K9EF69 6EFGC?9A<S S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 
5O E>4;4FP), KFB&  

Just at the beginning I would go as far as to say 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 S 5O E>4;4? (IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP), KFB& 

It should be pointed out right as the beginning 

that& 

� E4@B@ A4K4?9 A9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, 
KFB& 

We very clearly remember that&  O BK9AP IBDBLB CB@A<@, KFB& 

Today we’ll be taking a closer look at& %97B8AS @O 5B?99 89F4?PAB D4EE@BFD<@& 

Let’s talk briefly about& �464=F9 CB7B6BD<@ 6>D4FJ9 B& 

At first (Firstly) �?S A4K4?4 
Let me start with #B;6B?PF9 @A9 A4K4FP E  

2. �DB8B?:9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Continuing) 
But right now our attention turns to& � E9=K4E B5D4F<@ 6A<@4A<9 A4& 

Now, let’s look at the situation in& � E9=K4E 8464=F9 D4EE@BFD<@ QFG E<FG4J<R 
(A4CD. E 8DG7B= EFBDBAO) 

And now let’s turn to& � E9=K4E C9D9=89@ >& 

I think what we can hope to do now is& 3 8G@4R, KFB E9=K4E @O @B:9@ A489SFPES 
E89?4FP& (FB, A4 KFB @O @B:9@ E9=K4E 
A489SFPES, 3 QFB&) 

What is likely to happen is& %>BD99 6E97B E?GK<FES E?98GRM99& 

Let’s move to another question. �464=F9 C9D9=89@ > E?98GRM9@G 6BCDBEG. 
Now it is going to be my pleasure to explain to 

you& 

3 E G8B6B?PEF6<9@ (E D48BEFPR) B5NSEAR 
64@& 

Moreover (Furthermore) �4F9@, 5B?99 FB7B, >DB@9 FB7B 
3. ВOD4:9A<9 E6B97B @A9A<я (Opinion phrases) 

I don’t profess to be an expert on the subject 
of& 

3 A9 CD9F9A8GR A4 DB?P Q>EC9DF4 6 QFB@ 
6BCDBE9& (6 6BCDBE9 >4E4F9?PAB&) 

No one, I think, is challenging the view that& �G@4R, A< G >B7B A9 6O;O649F EB@A9A<S, 
KFB&  

I am tempted to think that& 3 E>?BA9A > @OE?<, KFB&  
I don’t honestly think that& 3, K9EFAB 7B6BDS, A9 EK<F4R, KFB& 

And now I’d prefer to talk about& rather 
than& 

� E9=K4E S 5O IBF9? CB7B6BD<FP B&, 4 A9 
B& 

It strikes me that&  9AS CBD4:49F, KFB& 

I know from personal experience& 3 CB E6B9@G BCOFG ;A4R, KFB& 

I hold the view that& 3 CD<89D:<64REP FBK>< ;D9A<S, KFB& 
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Well, my personal feeling is&  B9 ?<KAB9 @A9A<9& 

It’s my firm believe that& 3 F69D8B G59:89A, KFB& 

As far as I am concerned& +FB >4E49FES @9AS, FB& 

It’s been my observation that& #B @B<@ A45?R89A<S@& 

I am not so pessimistic as to suggest& 3 A9 A4EFB?P>B C9EE<@<EF<K9A, KFB5O 
CD98CB?B:<FP& 

I’ve got an impression that& ' @9AS 6C9K4F?9A<9, KFB& 

As for me +FB >4E49FES @9AS 
In my opinion #B @B9@G @A9A<R 

I consider that 3 EK<F4R, KFB 
4. �DBF<6BCB?B:A4я FBG>4 ;D9A<я (Contrasting point of view) 

On the other hand& % 8DG7B= EFBDBAO& 

There is another side to this. �EFP < 8DG74S EFBDBA4. 
There are 2 ways of looking at this& !4 QFB @B:AB CBE@BFD9FP E 86GI EFBDBA. 
There are different views of& %GM9EF6GRF D4;AO9 @A9A<S A4EK9F& 

It would be a mistake to think that& �O?B 5O BL<5>B= (A9CD46<?PAB) 8G@4FP, 
KFB& 

It is not a final word on the matter. 1FB A9 CBE?98A99 E?B6B 6 QFB@ 89?9. 
It doesn’t necessarily mean that& 1FB A9 B5S;4F9?PAB B;A4K49F, KFB& 

Well, there’s been a debate about this. "5 QFB@ 698GFES ECBDO. 
I take a different view at& ' @9AS 8DG7B9 @A9A<9 A4EK9F& 

Opponents argue that& "CCBA9AFO GF69D:84RF, KFB& 

Many people oppose the viewpoint that&  AB7<9 ?R8< A9 CB889D:<64RF FBK>G 
;D9A<S, KFB& 

There’s been mixed reaction to& �O?4 A9B8AB;A4KA4S D94>J<S A4& 

5. ВOD4:9A<9 EB7?4E<я (Agreement) 
Yes, you’re quite right to say that& �O EB69DL9AAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You are certainly correct to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46O, >B784 E>4;4?<& 

You’ve been very right to say that& �O 45EB?RFAB CD46<?PAB GF69D:849F9, 
KFB& 

No questions about it. !<>4><I 6BCDBEB6 CB QFB@G CB6B8G. 
Well, exactly. That’s precisely what I was 

going to say. 

%B69DL9AAB 69DAB! 1FB <@9AAB FB, KFB S < 
IBF9? E>4;4FP. 

I have almost no doubt that& ' @9AS CBKF< A9F EB@A9A<=, KFB& 

I am 100% certain that& 3 G69D9A A4 100%, KFB& 

I have little doubt that& 3 CBKF< A9 EB@A964REP, KFB& 

6. ВOD4:9A<9 A9EB7?4E<я, EB@A9A<я (Disagreement, uncertainty) 
I can disagree. 3 @B7G A9 EB7?4E<FPES. 
I express strong objection to the idea that& 3 >D4=A9 A9 EB7?4E9A E @A9A<9@, KFB&  
I don’t think it’s fair to say that& !9 8G@4R, KFB ECD4698?<6B GF69D:84FP& 

That’s where you are wrong about it. �@9AAB 6 QFB@ 6O A9CD46O. 
This does not seem to be so. �4:9FES, KFB QFB A9 F4>. 
There is continuing disagreement over& #BEFBSAAB 6B;A<>49F D4;AB7?4E<9 

BFABE<F9?PAB& 

There has been much disagreement over& %GM9EF6G9F @AB7B D4;AB7?4E<= 
BFABE<F9?PAB& 

It is rather questionable if& �B6B?PAB EB@A<F9?PAB, 9E?<& 

It looks very unlikely that&   4?B69DBSFAB, KFB& 

It’s an impossible question to answer. !4 QFBF 6BCDBE A96B;@B:AB BF69F<FP. 
I have considerable doubt as far as N. is 

concerned. 

3 BK9AP EB@A964REP BFABE<F9?PAB N. 
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I doubt it very much, because& 3 6 QFB@ BK9AP EB@A964REP, F.>& 

I am rather vague about it. 3 6 QFB@ A9 BK9AP G69D9A. 
7. �DBяEA9A<9 E<FG4F<<, 4>F9AF<DB64A<9 6A<@4A<я (Clearing up, emphasizing) 

Nobody would want to deny the fact that& !<>FB A9 EF4A9F BFD<J4FP FBF H4>F, KFB& 

And the thing that comes particularly strongly 

is& 

� BEB59AAB CD<6?9>49F 6A<@4A<9 
(6O89?S9FES) F4>4S 69MP, >4>& 

One of the things that must be of concern 

(importance) to us is& 

�B-C9D6OI, @O 8B?:AO B5D4F<FP 6A<@4A<9 
A4& (�?S A4E <@99F 5B?PLB9 ;A4K9A<9, 6B-
C9D6OI&) 

I’d like to remind you that& )BF9?BEP 5O A4CB@A<FP, KFB& 

We have to bear in mind that& !9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP, KFB& 

One has to bear in mind& �4:8O= 8B?:9A CB@A<FP, KFB& 

What we have to look forward to is& !4 KFB A4@ BEF49FES A489SFPES (K97B A4@ 
@B:AB B:<84FP), F4> QFB&  

It’s from this angle that one must seriously 
consider this problem. 

�@9AAB E QFB= EFBDBAO A9B5IB8<@B 
E9DP9;AB CB8B=F< > QFB@G 6BCDBEG. 

It must be admitted that& !9B5IB8<@B BF@9F<FP, KFB& 

It immediately brings to mind& 1FB ED4;G A4CB@<A49F (A4F4?><649F A4 
@OE?P) B& 

But one mustn’t lose sight of the fact that& !9?P;S GCGE>4FP <; 6<84 FBF H4>F, KFB& 

The other thing that we should keep in mind 

is& 

%?98GRM4S 69MP (E?98GRM<= @B@9AF), B 
>BFBDB= (-B@) A9B5IB8<@B CB@A<FP& 

To go right to the heart of the problem I’d like 
to say that& 

#9D9IB8S > EGF< CDB5?9@O, S IBF9? 5O 
E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Yes, the strange thing about it is that& �4, EFD4AAO@ 6 QFB@ S6?S9FES FB, KFB& 

What I was greatly struck by is& +FB @9AS CBD4;<?B, F4> QFB& 

I must make my reservation. 3 8B?:9A E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
Reservation should be made. !9B5IB8<@B E89?4FP B7B6BD>G. 
It goes without saying that !9EB@A9AAB, KFB 

8. �D<6989A<9 CD<@9DB6, H4>FB6 (Giving examples, facts) 

Let me give you a brief example& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< >D4F><= CD<@9D& 

Let me give you an example of what I mean& #B;6B?PF9 CD<69EF< CD<@9D FB7B, KFB S 
<@9R 6 6<8G& 

Let me illustrate the point with the example& #B;6B?PF9 CDB89@BAEFD<DB64FP QFBF @B@9AF 
A4 CD<@9D9& 

What we have seen now is a kind of a perfect 

example of& 

&B, KFB @O E9=K4E G6<89?<, 3 QFB 
CD9>D4EAO= CD<@9D FB7B, KFB& 

Let me see if I can illustrate that for you. �4=F9 CB8G@4FP, E@B7G ?< S QFB CBSEA<FP.  
There is a great deal of discussion about& #B CB6B8G& 698GFES 8<E>GEE<<.  
It’s a problem that will only increase in time. 1FB CDB5?9@4, >BFBD4S EB 6D9@9A9@ FB?P>B 

6B;D4EF9F (GEG7G5<FES).  
Nobody doubts that& !<>FB A9 EB@A9649FES, KFB& 

This means just what it says. 1FB B;A4K49F <@9AAB FB, B K9@ 6O 
CB8G@4?<. 

What’s more difficult to explain is& +FB 9M9 E?B:A99 B5NSEA<FP, F4> QFB& 

There’s a widely held view that& %GM9EF6G9F D4ECDBEFD4A9AAB9 @A9A<9, 
KFB& 

There’s been a lot of scientific evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F @AB:9EF6B A4GKAOI 
8B>4;4F9?PEF6, KFB& 

There’s enough evidence that& %GM9EF6G9F 8BEF4FBKAB 8B>4;4F9?PEF6, 
KFB& 
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9. З469DH9A<9 6OE>4;O64A<я (Concluding) 
To draw to a close I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

To have the final say in the matter& !4CBE?98B> E>4:G, KFB& 

To crown it all I’d like to say that& � 8B69DL9A<9 6E97B IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Let’s have a final look at&  �464=F9 6 CBE?98A<= D4; D4EE@BFD<@&  
It only remains for me to say&  A9 BEF49FES FB?P>B E>4;4FP, KFB& 

I would like to sum up the chief points of what 

has just been said. 

)BKG CB8OFB:<FP BEAB6AO9 @B@9AFO 
E>4;4AAB7B. 

All things considered, the obvious conclusion 

to be drawn is that& 

#D<A<@4S 6E9 6B 6A<@4A<9, @O @B:9@ 
E89?4FP BK96<8AO= 6O6B8, KFB& 

All in all, it is evident& � >BA9KAB@ EK9F9, BK96<8AB, KFB& 

To sum it up I’d like to say& #B8OFB:<64S, IBKG E>4;4FP& 

To draw to the conclusion I’d like to say that& � ;469DL9A<9 IBF9? 5O E>4;4FP, KFB& 

Summarizing, we may say that& #B8OFB:<64S, @O @B:9@ E>4;4FP, KFB& 

That’s where I’d like to end. !4 QFB@ IBKG ;469DL<FP. 
 

 

�@<?>:9=<9 1. Т9>ABы 8?я GB9=<я < ?9@96>8а 

 

Text 1. The mystery of the tunnels of South America 

Recently, Erick von Daniken reported that he'd had been in a network of tunnels that run 

for thousands of miles beneath the South American continent. He saw immense rooms filled with 

metallic plaques. They constitute a possible record of the ancient world. The first knowledge 

about these immense underground tunnels came when the Conquistadores invaded ancient South 

America.  

It is believed by some treasure hunters that the llama loads of gold were hidden in these 

ancient tunnels. Indian legends say the gold was secreted "in such a place that even we do not 

know the location."  

Among the artifacts that vanished were the mummified bodies of thirteen Inca emperors. 

They had sat on golden chairs in the Temple of the Sun, the chairs resting on a huge slab of gold.  

The mummified remains of Inca rulers were placed around the temple decorated with golden 

jewelry and precious stones. Near the mummies were large gold plates engraved with a picture 

of the Inca as they appeared during life.  

The important buildings in the Coricancha were connected by underground tunnels with the 

fortress. Entrances to these tunnels started at the Chincana, "the place where one gets lost." Too 

many adventurous treasure hunters were going in to the caverns and disappearing.  

The masonry is for the most part, as solid as if built only a few years ago, and the passages 

are so extensive that we were able to spend the whole day exploring the recesses of this building 

which must have been reared three thousand years ago. No such walls are built in that region 

today. In a place where four corridors meet stands the famous idol of Chavin. 

Rumors of these massive tunnels were so persistent during the 1850's that a viceroy of Peru 
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decided to find the entrance. An expedition was outfitted and sent to find an entrance into the 

subterranean passages.  

 The tunnels started at Cuzco and ran underground to Lima, a distance of around 380 miles 

by air. At Lima the tunnels turn southward into what is now modern Bolivia. This is a distance of 

some thousand miles!  

We can assume that the ancient builders of the tunnels anticipated possible grave robbers. 

They probably created a deadly trap for unwary ghouls.  

 The concept of vast underground passages is enough to boggle the mind. That such tunnels 

could be constructed indicates a science in pre-Inca or Inca days. It means there was a 

technology capable of building a labyrinth beneath the earth. And for what purpose? It is one 

thing to construct an underground shelter in the event of a catastrophe. Such a cavern, man-made 

or naturally formed, would provide safe refuge against an impending disaster. To construct 

tunnels that run for a hundred or a thousand miles beneath the South American continent is 

beyond the boundaries of present knowledge. Exactly who built the tunnel and why, remains a 

mystery. 

Perhaps the mystery of the tunnels will be solved someday in the future. Until then, we 

might consider that these structures were probably in South America prior to the reign of the 

Incas. Some scholars have suggested that the tunnels were built by the Atlaneans. Others have 

speculated that an unknown race that existed before the flood constructed the tunnels.  

 

Text 2. The use of underground space in big cities 

At a conference held in Tokyo in 1974 leading representatives of New York, London, 

Paris, Moscow and Tokyo met to discuss the problems of the World's Great Cities. The 

representatives spoke of the extremely rapid intensification of urban space density, of the 

absolute shortage of services, sewers, roads and other urban facilities as well as new urban 

problems. 

In this connection the exploration of urban subspace for the movement of goods, freight, 

persons has become vitally important. Moscow has a total and comprehensive view of the 

subsurface: the use of underground space in cities like Moscow, where there is a considerable 

number of historical architectural structures of value, especially in the central part, is the way 

towards solving the transportation problem. 

The complex scheme of utilizing underground space which has been worked out, involves 

an underground network of tunnels for cars under the central part of the city, duplicating the 

surface transportation network as well as underground garages. New York too has a vast and 

expanding transport system carrying some 7.5 million people each business day. 
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The simple statistics that the subways of New York alone carry more passengers than all 

US domestic airlines combined show the great importance of transportation underspace. 

Text 3. Moscow metro 

More than 40 years ago, in June 1931, it was decided to start preparations for the building 

of the Metro in Moscow. In the spring of 1932 the project drawn up by Soviet engineers and 

architects was endorsed. Thousands of young specialists and mine workers, construction workers 

from the Donbas and from Moscow Region, from the Urals, and Dneprostroi went underground 

into Metro shafts and tunnels. In a short time (it was called a record time by the world press) the 

first line was constructed. More than eleven kilometers of track connected the Sokolniki district 

with the Gorky Park district. There were ten stations on this line. The construction work was 

done in difficult geological conditions, of a kind never encountered by European or American 

Metro builders. 

So this day saw the first section of a double track line 8 miles long put into operation. The 

Metro was opened on May 15, 1935. Since then building work on the Metro has not stopped for 

a single day. Even at the time when the fascist hordes were near Moscow, the Metro builders 

continued their work. 

After the war the scale of construction increased considerably. The construction of the belt 

line was completed and it connected all the radial routes. The new routes and stations began 

appearing in new housing districts. Some of the lines go overland, across new bridges and 

aqueducts. 

Moscow's rapidly increasing population, the growth of its industrial enterprises and cultural 

institutions required the capital to have efficient and convenient means for accommodating 

passenger traffic.  The Soviet people wanted the Metro to be the best in the world. 

There are many stations in the Metro; their surface buildings and underground halls are 

spacious, well ventilated and well lit. They differ widely in architectural design and are 

decorated with marble, bronze, aluminium and glass. The present Metro coaches are much better 

than the early ones. They are -considerably lighter in weight, and the seats are soft. Muscovites 

and the visitors to the city do not have to wait long for trains, for the interval between them is 

always short. "Clever" machines have appeared in the Metro recently. An experimental 

automatic driver conducts trains according to the time-table and stops precisely as required. The 

Moscow Metro is developing rapidly. The capital is growing and new Metro lines are being 

constructed every year. 

 

7. �9FB8<G9E><9 G>4;4A<я 8?я 7 E9@9EFD4 

 
&9@4:    #D9;9AF4J<S CDB8G>J<< 
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�B?<K9EF6B K4EB6:    10 

 

%DB>< E84K<: �4ASF<9 № 8 
 
�<8O 89SF9?PABEF< EFG89AF4:  

 $45BF4 E F9>EF4@< (KF9A<9, C9D96B8, EBEF46?9A<9 C?4A4) 
 $45BF4 EB E?B64D9@ 

 D4;D45BF>4 CD9;9AF4J<< 
 
 

(BD@O BFK9F4:  
 

1. %BEF46?9A<9 CD9;9AF4J<= 

 

 

�4;B6O= GDB69AP 
 C9D96B8 F9>EF4 
 6OCB?A9A<9 GCD4:A9A<= №10, 15, 16 

 
 

#DB86<AGFO= GDB69AP 
 EBEF46?9A<9 CD9;9AF4J<< ?R5B7B CDB8G>F4 A4 6O5BD 
 

 

 9FB8<K9E>B9 EBCDB6B:89A<9: 
5. #D<?B:9A<9 1. &9>EFO 8?S KF9A<S < C9D96B84. 
6. GCD4:A9A<S <; ' # 8?S 4 >GDE4 « 9A98:@9AF» 
 

 

�AF9DA9F-<EFBKA<><: 

1. www. en.wikipedia.org 

 

М9B>8<G9A><9 C>а;а=<я ?> ?>87>B>6>9   CD9;9AF4J<< CB F9@9: 
 

%F<?P - %B5?R84=F9 98<AO= EF<?P BHBD@?9A<S. 
- �;5974=F9 EF<?9=, >BFBDO9 5G8GF BF6?9>4FP BF E4@B= CD9;9AF4J<<. 
- �ECB@B74F9?PA4S <AHBD@4J<S (GCD46?SRM<9 >ABC><) A9 8B?:AO 
CD9B5?484FP A48 BEAB6AB= <AHBD@4J<9= (F9>EF, D<EGAB>). 

(BA �?S HBA4 6O5<D4=F9 5B?99 IB?B8AO9 FBA4 (E<A<= <?< ;9?9AO=) 
�ECB?P;B64A<9 
J69F4 

!4 B8AB@ E?4=89 D9>B@9A8G9FES <ECB?P;B64FP A9 5B?99 FD9I  
J69FB6: B8<A 8?S HBA4, B8<A 8?S ;47B?B6>B6, B8<A 8?S F9>EF4. �?S 
HBA4 <  F9>EF4 E?4=84 6O5<D4=F9 >BAFD4EFAO9 J69F4. "5D4F<F9 
6A<@4A<9 A4 J69F 7<C9DEEO?B> (8B < CBE?9 <ECB?P;B64A<S). 

�A<@4J<BAAO9 
QHH9>FO 

!9 EFB<F ;?BGCBFD95?SFP D4;?<KAO@< 4A<@4J<BAAO@< QHH9>F4@<, 
BA< A9 8B?:AO BF6?9>4FP 6A<@4A<9 BF EB89D:4A<S A4 E?4=89 

%B89D:4A<9 
<AHBD@4J<< 

�ECB?P;G=F9 >BDBF><9 E?B64 < CD98?B:9A<S,  @<A<@<;<DG=F9 
>B?<K9EF6B CD98?B7B6, A4D9K<=, CD<?474F9?PAOI, ;47B?B6>< 
8B?:AO CD<6?9>4FP 6A<@4A<9 4G8<FBD<<. 
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$4ECB?B:9A<9 
<AHBD@4J<< A4 
EFD4A<J9 

#D98CBKF<F9?PAB 7BD<;BAF4?PAB9 D4ECB?B:9A<9 <AHBD@4J<<, 
A4<5B?99 64:A4S <AHBD@4J<S 8B?:A4 D4ECB?474FPES 6 J9AFD9 
Q>D4A4, 9E?< A4 E?4=89 >4DF<A>4, A48C<EP 8B?:A4 D4ECB?474FPES 
CB8 A9=. 

,D<HFO �?S ;47B?B6>B6 - A9 @9A99 24, 8?S <AHBD@4J<< - A9 @9A99 18. 
!9?P;S E@9L<64FP D4;?<KAO9 F<CO LD<HFB6 6 B8AB= CD9;9AF4J<<. 
�?S 6O89?9A<S <AHBD@4J<< E?98G9F <ECB?P;B64FP :<DAO= LD<HF, 
>GDE<6 <?< CB8K9D><64A<9. 

"5N9@  

<AHBD@4J<< 
!9 EFB<F ;4CB?ASFP B8<A E?4=8 E?<L>B@ 5B?PL<@ B5N9@B@ 
<AHBD@4J<<: ?R8< @B7GF ;4CB@A<FP A9 5B?99 FD9I H4>FB6, 
6O6B8B6, BCD989?9A<=. !4<5B?PL4S QHH9>F<6ABEFP 8BEF<749FES 
FB784, >B784 >?RK96O9 CGA>FO BFB5D4:4RFES CB B8AB@G A4 >4:8B@ 
BF89?PAB@ E?4=89 

�<8O E?4=8B6 �?S B59EC9K9A<S D4;ABB5D4;<S E?98G9F <ECB?P;B64FP D4;?<KAO9 
6<8O E?4=8B6: E F9>EFB@, E F45?<J4@<, E  8<47D4@@4@<. 

 

�@<?>:9=<9 1. Т9>ABы 8?я GB9=<я < ?9@96>8а 

 

Text 1. Example of presentation 

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Today I’m going to talk about changes in consumer prices 

in Britain, the United States, France, Germany and Japan during the period 2002 to 2005.  

First of all, let’s look at a country whose price inflation was higher than anyone else’s during this 

period. 

As you can see from the graph, price inflation in Britain stood at around 5% in 2002, rising to 

almost 10% in 2004, before falling back to 4 % in 2005. 

Now, if we turn to another large trading country, Japan, was as low as 1% in 2002, and even 

though it subsequently rose, it was always well below 4%. 

Finally, let’s look at Germany, the only country experiencing a rise in inflation in 2005. This rise 

from around 2% in 2003 to over 3% in 2005 was largely due to the extra costs of re-unifying 

East and West Germany. 

In conclusion, we can observe that Britain had the highest rate of inflation of the five countries 

examined throughout this period, although the gap narrowed substantially in 1991.  

 

Ex.10 Translate and put the parts of a presentation in the right order: 

A). Big boss: My name is 5Big Boss6. In six months’ time everyone here in the United States of 

America will be talking about 5Big Boss6 and you, my friends, can take a share in my incredible 

success. 

B). & To conclude the presentation we have seen that Big Boss can succeed in the American 

market. We have seen that can give the user more than anything else on the market. There is 

nothing that can touch it. Our competitors cannot deliver the technology. They cannot match our 

price and they can’t compute with our television campaign. 5Big Boss6 is going to be coast to 
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coast at peak hours every day in the new year. And how much are we spending on this 

campaign? Well, let’s have a look at the individual territories... 

C). ...So to sum up, everything indicated that the market was ready for a hi-tech product, a 

product that would appeal to both parents and children, a product that lets the user decide the 

character of the toy. Ladies and gentlemen let me introduce a break-through in toy technology. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I give you 5Big boss6. 

D). Ladies and gentlemen, thank you very much for coming this afternoon. In the next hour or so 

I’m going to a completely new concept in toy manufacture. I shall begin by talking about the 

market research which led to the development of this product. Then I shall explain the technical 

developments, the production and our marketing strategy. Finally I shall outline our 

recommendations as to how you can make this new Bibury  Systems are so committed to this 

new venture and why we are so confident that we can capture the American market. So let’s 

begin with the background...  

 1 ____, 2 ____, 3 ____, 4 ____. 

 

 

Ex. 15 a). Read 10 hints for writing more powerful speeches: 

1. Decide what you want to accomplish (8BEF<74FP); 

2. Write an outline. This can be as simple as a list of points you want to make; 

3. Identify a thesis (the core idea or statement of your speech); 

4. Your opening should grab the attention of your audience with some kind of hook. This can 

be an ice-breaking joke, a provocative question, a dramatic statistic etc; 

5. Be yourself. Use language that is natural to you; 

6. Use simple language. Remember that big and rarely-used words work against you on the 

podium; 

7. Use emotional language to keep your audience awake or to establish a tone; 

8. Use the active voice, not the passive voice to make your statement stronger; 

9. Get personal when you can. A personal experience can help you emphasize a point and 

make it convincing; 

10. Use transitional phrases to shift from topic to topic, or to emphasize key points. 

 

b). Answer the questions: 

1. What should you do to emphasize your speech? 

2. What language is it better to use? 

3. What is the rule for the opening part of the speech? 

4. What is it necessary to do for a successful beginning? 
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Ex. 16 Using all the information above and the following information compose your own 

presentation on any topic: 

Fairly formal More friendly 

Erm, perhaps we should begin. OK, let’s get started. 

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Morning, everyone. 

On behalf of..., may I welcome you to... Thanks for coming. 

My name is... I’m... 

For those of you who don’t know me already,... As you know... 

I’m responsible for... I’m in charge of... 

This morning I’d like to discuss/report on/and 

present... 

What I want to do this morning is to talk to 

you about/tell you about/and show you... 

If you have any questions you’d like to ask, I’ll 

be happy to answer them. 

Feel free to ask any questions you like as we 

go along. 

Perhaps we can leave any questions you may 

have until the end of the presentation. 

And don’t worry, there’ll be plenty of time left 

over for questions at the end. 

 

NOTE! The Plan of any presentation should include: 

1. Introduction 

2. Signposting (for ex <I’ll be developing three main points=) 

3. Describing performance 

4. Analysing performance (a key problem) 

5. Building arguments (firstly, secondly, moreover, furthermore) 

6. Concluding the presentation (to sum up, in conclusion, to conclude) 

 

 

8. �9FB8<G9E><9 G>4;4A<я 8?я 8 E9@9EFD4 

 
&9@4:    #DBH9EE<< @B9= E9@P< 
 

�B?<K9EF6B K4EB6:    10 

 

%DB>< E84K<: �4ASF<9 № 27 
 
�<8O 89SF9?PABEF< EFG89AF4:  

 $45BF4 EB E?B64D9@ 

 EBEF46?9A<9 CD9;9AF4J<< 
 

(BD@O BFK9F4:  
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1. CD9;9AF4J<S 
 

�4;B6O= GDB69AP 
 C<EP@9AAO= C9D96B8 F9>EF4 

 
#DB86<AGFO= GDB69AP 

 CD9;9AF4J<S 
 

 9FB8<K9E>B9 EBCDB6B:89A<9: 
1. #D<?B:9A<9 1. &9>EFO 8?S KF9A<S < C9D96B84. 

 

 

�AF9DA9F-<EFBKA<><: 

1. http://www.en.wikipedia.com 

2. http://www.engwebcountry.ru 

3. http://www.onetip.net/professional-job-in-usa/ 

4. http://strana-sovetov.com/career/ 

 

М9B>8<G9A><9 C>а;а=<я ?> ?>87>B>6>9   CD9;9AF4J<< CB F9@9: 
 

%F<?P - %B5?R84=F9 98<AO= EF<?P BHBD@?9A<S. 
- �;5974=F9 EF<?9=, >BFBDO9 5G8GF BF6?9>4FP BF E4@B= CD9;9AF4J<<. 
- �ECB@B74F9?PA4S <AHBD@4J<S (GCD46?SRM<9 >ABC><) A9 8B?:AO 
CD9B5?484FP A48 BEAB6AB= <AHBD@4J<9= (F9>EF, D<EGAB>). 

(BA �?S HBA4 6O5<D4=F9 5B?99 IB?B8AO9 FBA4 (E<A<= <?< ;9?9AO=) 
�ECB?P;B64A<9 
J69F4 

!4 B8AB@ E?4=89 D9>B@9A8G9FES <ECB?P;B64FP A9 5B?99 FD9I  
J69FB6: B8<A 8?S HBA4, B8<A 8?S ;47B?B6>B6, B8<A 8?S F9>EF4. �?S 
HBA4 <  F9>EF4 E?4=84 6O5<D4=F9 >BAFD4EFAO9 J69F4. "5D4F<F9 
6A<@4A<9 A4 J69F 7<C9DEEO?B> (8B < CBE?9 <ECB?P;B64A<S). 

�A<@4J<BAAO9 
QHH9>FO 

!9 EFB<F ;?BGCBFD95?SFP D4;?<KAO@< 4A<@4J<BAAO@< QHH9>F4@<, 
BA< A9 8B?:AO BF6?9>4FP 6A<@4A<9 BF EB89D:4A<S A4 E?4=89 

%B89D:4A<9 
<AHBD@4J<< 

�ECB?P;G=F9 >BDBF><9 E?B64 < CD98?B:9A<S,  @<A<@<;<DG=F9 
>B?<K9EF6B CD98?B7B6, A4D9K<=, CD<?474F9?PAOI, ;47B?B6>< 
8B?:AO CD<6?9>4FP 6A<@4A<9 4G8<FBD<<. 

$4ECB?B:9A<9 
<AHBD@4J<< A4 
EFD4A<J9 

#D98CBKF<F9?PAB 7BD<;BAF4?PAB9 D4ECB?B:9A<9 <AHBD@4J<<, 
A4<5B?99 64:A4S <AHBD@4J<S 8B?:A4 D4ECB?474FPES 6 J9AFD9 
Q>D4A4, 9E?< A4 E?4=89 >4DF<A>4, A48C<EP 8B?:A4 D4ECB?474FPES 
CB8 A9=. 

,D<HFO �?S ;47B?B6>B6 - A9 @9A99 24, 8?S <AHBD@4J<< - A9 @9A99 18. 
!9?P;S E@9L<64FP D4;?<KAO9 F<CO LD<HFB6 6 B8AB= CD9;9AF4J<<. 
�?S 6O89?9A<S <AHBD@4J<< E?98G9F <ECB?P;B64FP :<DAO= LD<HF, 
>GDE<6 <?< CB8K9D><64A<9. 

"5N9@  

<AHBD@4J<< 
!9 EFB<F ;4CB?ASFP B8<A E?4=8 E?<L>B@ 5B?PL<@ B5N9@B@ 

<AHBD@4J<<: ?R8< @B7GF ;4CB@A<FP A9 5B?99 FD9I H4>FB6, 
6O6B8B6, BCD989?9A<=. !4<5B?PL4S QHH9>F<6ABEFP 8BEF<749FES 
FB784, >B784 >?RK96O9 CGA>FO BFB5D4:4RFES CB B8AB@G A4 >4:8B@ 
BF89?PAB@ E?4=89 
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�<8O E?4=8B6 �?S B59EC9K9A<S D4;ABB5D4;<S E?98G9F <ECB?P;B64FP D4;?<KAO9 
6<8O E?4=8B6: E F9>EFB@, E F45?<J4@<, E  8<47D4@@4@<. 

 

�@<?>:9=<9 1. Т9>ABы 8?я GB9=<я < ?9@96>8а 

 

Text 1.  98><9 CDBH9EE<< 

«' @9AS D4EFGF 7B84, 5G89F < E9@A48J4FP. �89 D45BF4FP @A9 FB784, K9@ ;4A<@4FPES?» 

#D<@9DAB F4> 8G@4RF @AB7<9 6OCGE>A<>< < CBE?9 8B?7<I (<?< A9 BK9AP) D4;@OL?9A<= 

6O5<D4RF >4>GR-A<5G8P ;4GDS8AGR CDBH9EE<R. � 698P D98><9 CDBH9EE<< FB:9 @B7GF 

5OFP 6BEFD95B64AAO@< < C9DEC9>F<6AO@<. 

 AB7<9 EK<F4RF, KFB D98><9 CDBH9EE<< A9CD9@9AAB 8B?:AO 5OFP A9B5OKAO@< < 

84:9 Q>;BF<K9E><@< 4 C9D96BD4K<64F9?P C<A76<AB6, > CD<@9DG. !B F4>B9 @A9A<9 6B 

@AB7B@ BL<5BKAB: EGM9EF6GRF D98><9 CDBH9EE<<, >BFBDO9 9E?< < E6S;4AO E Q>;BF<>B= 

<?< DB@4AF<>B=, FB >D4=A9 BCBED98B64AB. #BK9@G :9 BA< 6 F4>B@ E?GK49 EF4AB6SFES 

D98><@<? 

!9>BFBDO9 D98><9 CDBH9EE<< FD95GRF BEB5OI G@9A<= < A46O>B6, 84:9 F4?4AF4. � 

CD<@9DG, 6 EH9D9 C4DHR@9D<< 6BEFD95B64A4 F4>4S CDBH9EE<S, >4> ARI4K (;4C4IB698). 1FBF 

K9?B69> BJ9A<649F 4DB@4FO < EBEF46?S9F EB5EF69AAO9 C4DHR@9DAO9 >B@CB;<J<<. 

%B7?4E<F9EP, B8A<I ;A4A<=, CD<B5D9F9AAOI 6B 6D9@S GK95O, FGF @4?B 4 AG:9A BK9AP 

FBA><= ARI. 

�M9 B8<A CD<@9D D98>B= CDBH9EE<< 4 QFB HG@9?P9. 1FBF K9?B69> CB85<D49F 8?S 

E6B<I >?<9AFB6 E<74DO < 4?>B7B?PAO9 A4C<F><. (G@9?P9 8B?:9A A9 CDBEFB CB 

BF89?PABEF< D4;5<D4FPES 6 6<84I 4?>B7B?S < E<74D, 4 9M9 < CB85<D4FP <894?PAB9 <I 

EBK9F4A<9, <EIB8S <; <A8<6<8G4?PAOI BEB59AABEF9= >?<9AF4. &4>:9 QF< D98><9 CDBH9EE<< 

6>?RK4RF F4><9 CDBH9EE<< >4> >46<EF (EC9J<4?<EF CB 6<A4@), F<F9EF9D 

(CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO= 897GEF4FBD K4S), FBDE98BD (EC9J<4?<EF CB >DGK9A<R E<74D). &4> KFB 

D98><@< EF4AB6SFES CDBH9EE<<, >BFBDO@ A9?P;S A4GK<FP, 9E?< G K9?B69>4 <;A4K4?PAB A9F 

BCD989?9AAOI 84AAOI. 

�EFP D98><9 CDBH9EE<<, >BFBDO9 CD98EF46?SRF EB5B= BK9AP G;>GR EC9J<4?<;4J<R 

6AGFD< 5B?99 L<DB>B=. "5OKAB F4><@ CDBH9EE<S@ A9 GK4F 6 GA<69DE<F9F4I: 8?S 

CD<B5D9F9A<S CDBH9EE<< AG:AB CBE?9 B>BAK4A<S 6G;4 CB?GK<FP 8BCB?A<F9?PAB9 

B5D4;B64A<9.  AB7<9 ?R8< < A9 CB8B;D964RF, KFB F4><9 D98><9 CDBH9EE<< EGM9EF6GRF, 

CBFB@G KFB CD<6O>?< @OE?<FP 5B?99 B5M<@< >4F97BD<S@<: RD<EF, Q>BAB@<EF, 6D4K... � 

698P QFB, CB EGF<, A4;64A<S 84:9 A9 CDBH9EE<=, 4 EH9D 89SF9?PABEF<. 

� CD<@9DG, D98><9 CDBH9EE<< ED98< 6D4K9= 4 QFB D48<BI<DGD7 < QC89@<B?B7-

>4DFB7D4H. $48<BI<DGD7 89?49F BC9D4J<< CD< CB@BM< «><59DAB:4». %C9J<4?PAB9 ?GK96B9 
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GEFDB=EF6B CB8 A4;64A<9@ CyberKnife 89?49F 6B;89=EF6<9 D48<4J<BAAOI ?GK9= A4 BCGIB?P 

EFDB7B A4CD46?9AAO@. 1F4 @9FB8<>4 ?9K9A<S D4>4 8BEF4FBKAB C9DEC9>F<6A4, F4> KFB 

A9G8<6<F9?PAB, KFB CBFD95ABEFP 6 D48<BI<DGD74I, G@9RM<I B5D4M4FPES E «><59DAB:B@», 

D4EF9F. � CDBH9EE<S QC<89@<B?B74->4DFB7D4H4 A4IB8<FES A4 EFO>9 @98<J<AO < F9IA<><. 

1FBF EC9J<4?<EF EB;849F >4DFO D4ECDBEFD4A9A<S QC<89@<= < COF49FES CD98G7484FP, 6 

>4><I @9EF4I 5G8GF AB6O9 6ECOL>< ;45B?964A<=. 

!9>BFBDO9 D98><9 CDBH9EE<< S6?SRFES F4>B6O@< FB?P>B G A4E. !4 �4C489 F4><9 BA< 

G:9 846AB EF4?< CD<6OKAO@< < D4ECDBEFD4A9AAO@<, 4 > A4@ CD<L?< E 6A98D9A<9@ 6 

A9>BFBDOI H<D@4I ;4C48AB= @B89?< 6989A<S 5<;A9E4, CBQFB@G 8?S A4E QF< CDBH9EE<< 4 

AB6O9 < CB>4 KFB D98><9. � A<@ BFABESFES, > CD<@9DG, 4>FG4D<= < 4A89DD4=F9D 

(EC9J<4?<EF CB EFD4IB64A<R), R;45<?<F<-EC9J<4?<EF (EC9J<4?<EF CB BJ9A>9 

CB?P;B64F9?PE><I <AF9DH9=EB6), >D94F<6-@9A98:9D (EC9J<4?<EF CB D4;D45BF>9 >BAJ9CJ<= 

D9>?4@AOI CDB9>FB6), EC<KD4=F9D (EC9J<4?<EF CB A4C<E4A<R D9K9=, 8B>?48B6 < 8DG7<I 

F9>EFB6 CG5?<KAOI 6OEFGC?9A<=) < @AB7<9 8DG7<9. 

� 9EFP D98><9 CDBH9EE<<, >BFBDO9 EF4?< D98><@<, CBFB@G KFB CBFD95ABEFP 6 A<I 

<EK9;49F. &DG5BK<EF, > CD<@9DG 4 BK9AP @4?B BEF4?BEP 8B@B6 E >4@<A4@< < FDG54@<, 

CBQFB@G < FDG5BK<EFB6 6 @<D9 A9 F4> @AB7B, AB BA< 9M9 9EFP. �?< EF9>?B8G6 4 E9=K4E 

9?BKAO9 <7DGL>< < EF9>?SAAO9 59;89?GL>< 5OEFD99 < 89L96?9 CDB<;6B8<FP A4 H45D<>4I, 

4 <;89?<S <; EF9>?4 DGKAB= D45BFO 8BDB7<, IBFP < >D4E<6O. &4> KFB A9>BFBDO9 D98><9 

CDBH9EE<< 4 :9DF6O A9<;59:AB7B CDB7D9EE4. 

!9>BFBDO9 D98><9 CDBH9EE<< BC4EAO, CBFB@G < D98><: A9@AB7<9 EB7?4ESFES 

D<E>B64FP E6B9= :<;APR D48< CD<;64A<S. !4CD<@9D, EFD<A79D 4 6A9LF4FAO= 

>BDD9ECBA89AF, D45BF4RM<= CD9<@GM9EF69AAB 6 Q>EFD9@4?PAOI GE?B6<SI (7BDSK<9 FBK><, 

@9EF4 @4EEB6OI 59ECBDS8>B6 < EF<I<=AOI 598EF6<= < F.C.). 

&4> KFB, D98><9 CDBH9EE<< @B7GF 5OFP D98><@< CB D4;AO@< CD<K<A4@. �4><9-FB <; 

A<I E?<L>B@ AB6O9, 4 A9>BFBDO9, A4B5BDBF, E?<L>B@ EF4DO9; 6 >4><I-FB CDBH9EE<SI A9 

EFB<F E95S CDB5B64FP, 9E?< A9F EBBF69FEF6GRM<I ECBEB5ABEF9= < F4?4AFB6, 4 >4><9-FB 

A4EFB?P>B G;E>BEC9J<4?PAO, KFB EA4K4?4 CD<89FES CB?GK<FP 5B?99 B5MGR EC9J<4?<;4J<R. 

!B DOAB> FDG84 CBEFBSAAB D4;6<649FES, < D98><9 CDBH9EE<< E97B8AS EF4AGF 

D4ECDBEFD4A9AAO@< ;46FD4. &4> KFB 9E?< 6O IBF<F9 CBCDB5B64FP E95S 6 B8AB= <; A<I, 9EFP 

E@OE? A4K<A4FP CDS@B E9=K4E, KFB5O GEC9FP ;4ASFP E6BR A<LG. 

 

Text 2. I want to be a businessman 

My father is working for an international company as a managing director. I have been 

several times at his office. I like it very much to be there. My father is very busy. He often comes 
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late from work. But I can see that he likes his job. And he always finds the time to spend with me 

and mom. 

Sometimes he tells us about the difficult situations, which his company faces. It is so 

interesting to listen to him. It seems to me that you need to have a very creative mind to be a 

businessman. 

My father is a friendly person and he is easy to talk to. I respect my father and I want to 

become a businessman too. I think our country needs good businesspeople to strengthen its 

economy. 

After I finish college I'm going to enter the university and study marketing or management. 

I haven't decided yet exactly what will I study. 

Manager deals mainly with people. It studies what is necessary to do that people worked 

better and were not offended. Marketing deals with market research and commercial activity in 

general. 

I still have time to think and choose. 

 

 

 

 


